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Abstract
A database scheduler takes requests from transactions and generates a request order that fulfills
the constraints of a scheduling protocol, e.g., correctness criteria. The goal of this thesis is to
provide a new method for the development of domain-specific protocols for scheduling database
requests.
Scheduling concurrent requests is an ubiquitous problem in modern server systems based on,
e.g., Web Services that handle large numbers of concurrent requests. These systems require user
scalability, performance predictability, and flexibility, i.e., the ability to adapt to domain-specific
needs, e.g., relaxed correctness criteria or service-level agreements (SLAs). The traditional ap-
proach of outsourcing scheduling to database management systems (DBMSs) is of limited ap-
plicability for these systems, because DBMSs provide only a limited amount of predefined con-
sistency levels and limited user scalability. The state of the art is to develop application-specific
schedulers for a given application from scratch which yields fine-tuned schedulers satisfying
the application’s scheduling constraints, albeit at a great cost and with long development times.
Imperative implementations of schedulers can be complex, hard to verify, and adapting such
schedulers results in expensive and error-prone re-implementations.
The solution we propose for the development of domain-specific scheduling protocols is a
generic scheduling model called Oshiya. The main idea of this model is to treat requests as data
and employ database query processing techniques to produce request schedules. Oshiya can ex-
press traditional and domain-specific scheduling protocols. We introduce an Oshiya implementa-
iv
tion of the traditional strong two-phase locking protocol and leverage the conciseness of Oshiya
protocol implementations to prove its correctness. Our experiments show that for large numbers
of concurrent requests our approach provides a better performance than a native database sched-
uler. Oshiya protocol implementations can be adapted easily to modified scheduling constraints.
We leverage this advantage and develop the Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation proto-
col, a modified version of the Snapshot Isolation protocol, and prove that it produces serializable
histories. We propose the resource acquisition protocol (RAP), a domain-specific protocol for
scheduling transactions that compete for resources that are available in limited quantity, which
is a typical usage pattern in booking, reservation, and web shop systems. We prove that RAP
is deadlock-free and that it produces less aborts due to insufficient resource availability than SI.
Our experimental results confirm that RAP performs better than SS2PL and SI with respect to
aborts and throughput.
We present the Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer (ODA), a novel system for debugging, visu-
alizing, and comparing scheduling protocols developed using Oshiya. ODA supports the si-
multaneous execution of single- and multiversion protocols, breakpoints, backward and forward
debugging, as well as the statistical and visual protocol analysis.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Domain-Specific Scheduling Protocols
A database scheduler takes requests from transactions and generates a request order that fulfills
the constraints of a scheduling protocol, e.g., correctness criteria. The goal of this thesis is to
provide a new method for developing domain-specific protocols for the scheduling of database
requests.
Modern server systems based on, e.g., Web Services handle large numbers of concurrent re-
quests which have to be scheduled according to constraints including, e.g., correctness criteria
or service-level agreements (SLAs). These systems require user scalability, performance pre-
dictability, and flexibility, i.e., the ability to adapt to domain-specific needs.
The traditional approach of outsourcing scheduling to database management systems (DBMSs)
is of limited applicability for these systems, because DBMSs only provide a limited user scal-
ability and predictability of performance if many concurrent clients access the same database.
DBMSs are inflexible because they only offer a limited amount of predefined consistency levels
and do not provide sophisticated support for SLAs such as an effective differentiation between
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transactions, e.g., transactions from users with different priorities [Sch06a]. This is why they are
not perfectly applicable for highly scalable systems and why they often cannot be used to satisfy
domain-specific scheduling requirements [DHJ+07, FK09].
In practice, it turned out that relaxed consistency is necessary for highly scalable sys-
tems [FBJ09]. Techniques like strict or strong consistency and database-style transactions do
not scale at Internet level and are rarely needed in modern large-scale systems [BFG+08, Vog07,
HC09]. For most parts of modern highly scalable web applications, e.g., hotel or flight reser-
vation systems, or Internet shops like Amazon relaxed consistency is sufficient. Thus, there is
a need for new consistency levels which are different from the SQL isolation levels used by
DBMSs [FK09, Vog07].
The state of the art is to develop application-specific schedulers imperatively for a given appli-
cation, e.g., Amazon, Ebay, or Yahoo [CRS+08, Vog07]. The advantage of this approach is that
it yields fine-tuned schedulers satisfying the application’s scheduling constraints (consistency
etc.), albeit at a great cost and with long development times. Imperative implementations of
schedulers can be complex, hard to verify, and difficult to understand, especially if the correct-
ness criteria are less well studied than, e.g., classical serializability. Given the rapid evolution
of web applications, a critical issue for the development of schedulers is developer productiv-
ity. Applications using imperatively implemented algorithms are not flexible enough to react
to changing requirements or evolving business processes. Adapting such schedulers to rapidly
evolving requirements which affect the correctness criteria and SLAs results in expensive and
error-prone re-implementations.
In the next section, we show an application area for domain-specific scheduling protocols. Our
solutions are described in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 discusses the organization of the thesis.
1.2 Application Area
In this section, we present an application which we use to illustrate the shortcomings of tra-
ditional scheduling protocols. The illustrated flight booking scenario can be viewed as an in-
stance of the general problem of scheduling concurrent requests that compete for resources,
whereby, each resource is available in limited quantity. There are numerous examples from the
e-commerce domain where this pattern can be observed, e.g., booking systems, reservations sys-
tems, and web shops.
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Consider a flight database containing flights between Paris and Berlin. The flights are recorded
in relation S, shown in Table 1.1, where ID is the unique flight identifier, Seat is the quantity of
available seats for this flight, Dep is the departure airport, Dest is the destination airport, TD is the
departure time, TA is the arrival time, Dur is the flight duration, Stp is the number of stopovers
and Prc the price of the flight. For instance, tuple s1 records non-stop flight u from Berlin to
Paris with a duration of 1h 45m for a price of 210 with 15 available seats.
S
ID Seat Dep Dest TD TA Dur Stp Prc
s1 u 15 Berlin Paris 07:00 08:45 01:45 0 210
s2 v 99 Paris Berlin 09:00 10:35 01:35 0 310
s3 w 67 Berlin Paris 11:00 12:45 01:45 0 150
s4 x 7 Paris Berlin 13:00 14:35 01:35 0 300
s5 y 15 Berlin Paris 18:00 21:45 03:45 1 255
s6 z 34 Paris Berlin 22:00 01:30 03:30 1 210
Table 1.1: Sample Flight Database
Users Alice and Bob search for flights. Alice browses (reads) flights x and y and books both of
them, each with a quantity of 2. Bob browses flight y and books it with a quantity of 2. Their
requests are listed below; r(x) checks the availability of a resource (a read request) and w(x)
acquires a resource (a write request).
Bob: r(y) w(y)
Alice: r(x) w(x) r(y) w(y)
Applying generic scheduling protocols to such a scenario is problematic. Generic protocols are
oblivious to the semantics of the requests which leads to unnecessary blocking and aborts. For
instance, if the strong two-phase locking protocol (SS2PL) is applied to generate a request order
(schedule) for the requests of Alice and Bob, their concurrent execution can lead to a deadlock
and only one can proceed. This is the case if Alice and Bob both acquired shared locks on y
and then request exclusive locks on y in order to write y, as shown in Figure 1.1. Dotted lines
denote blocking and blocked requests are added in angle brackets. The blocking is not strictly
necessary, because there are enough seats available on this flight to apply the requests of Alice
and Bob in any order without violating consistency.
If Snapshot Isolation (SI) is applied to schedule the concurrent transactions of Alice and Bob,
then only one can commit. This is because Snapshot Isolation requires that concurrently executed
committed transactions did not write a same object. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Bob
r(y) <w(y)> a
Alice
r(x) w(x) r(y) <w(y)> w(y) c
time
Figure 1.1: SS2PL Schedule with Deadlock
Bob
r(y) w(y) c
Alice
r(x) w(x) r(y) w(y) a
time
Figure 1.2: Snapshot Isolation Schedule with Abort
A protocol that is specifically tailored for this application domain and that considers the seman-
tics of the requests can significantly improve performance and user experience (less aborts).
1.3 Contributions
Our solution for the development of domain-specific protocols for scheduling database requests
is the Oshiya scheduling model. Oshiya models pending and historical requests as data collec-
tions and uses database query processing techniques to generate request schedules. We introduce
the declarative two-phase locking protocol (DSS2PL), an Oshiya implementation of the tradi-
tional strong two-phase locking protocol. We propose Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isola-
tion (DSSI), a serializable version of Snapshot Isolation. We leverage the conciseness of Oshiya
protocol implementations and prove their correctness. We develop the resource acquisition pro-
tocol (RAP), a domain-specific protocol for scheduling reservation resp. shopping transactions
like the transactions of Alice and Bob described in the previous subsection. Experiments show
that the declarative approach can compete with a highly optimized database scheduler for large
numbers of concurrent requests. Furthermore, we present the Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer
(ODA), a tool for debugging, visualizing, and comparing scheduling protocols developed using
the Oshiya scheduling model.
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1.3.1 Oshiya
Oshiya1 is a declarative scheduling model that facilitates the definition of domain-specific proto-
cols for scheduling database requests. The main idea is to treat sets of requests as data collections
and to employ database query processing techniques over this request data to produce request
schedules in an efficient and flexible manner. Scheduling protocols are implemented as queries,
the so-called scheduling queries, that select those requests that can be executed next without
violating the scheduling constraints. This approach has several advantages: (1) Oshiya is power-
ful enough to model a wide range of scheduling protocols from traditional lock-based protocols
to specialized protocols that make rigorous use of application semantics. Furthermore, Oshiya
provides support for SLAs such as a differentiation between transactions, e.g., transactions from
users with different priorities. We developed scheduling queries for the strong two-phase lock-
ing (SS2PL) protocol, a serializable version of Snapshot Isolation, and for a relaxed consistency
protocol. (2) Oshiya allows to specify scheduling protocols close to their formal definition which
facilitates reasoning over properties of protocol implementations such as verifying their correct-
ness. We have proven the correctness of the scheduling queries implementing SS2PL. (3) Instead
of scheduling each request on its own, Oshiya schedules multiple requests at once, amortizing
scheduling costs. Our experiments show that the declarative scheduling approach can perform
better than a regular scheduler for high client counts. (4) When implementing a scheduler, devel-
opers can focus on the protocol implementation (the scheduling queries) itself, which decreases
the amount of code and the effort needed to implement or adapt schedulers. The declarative for-
mulation of scheduling protocols is much more concise, easier to understand and easier to mod-
ify than an imperative scheduler implementation. (5) The Oshiya model purposely ignores lower
level aspects of scheduling that are independent of the scheduling constraints such as queueing
of incoming requests, executing requests, communication between the scheduler and the clients,
or managing (network) connections. Their implementation is in the responsibility of the system
that implements Oshiya. For the experiments, we use a middleware implementation of Oshiya
called Smile which takes care of these low level aspects.
1Oshiya refers to the passenger arrangement staff at Japanese train stations who help to fill a train by pushing
people onto the train or guiding people to free railway cars.
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1.3.2 Declarative Strong Two-Phase Locking Protocol
We illustrate Oshiya by developing the declarative two-phase locking protocol (DSS2PL), an
Oshiya implementation of the traditional strong (rigorous) two-phase locking protocol (SS2PL).
We formalize the DSS2PL protocol constraints as Oshiya protocol specification formulated as
first-order predicate logic expressions and develop an SQL implementation of DSS2PL using
Oshiya. We prove that the DSS2PL implementation guarantees histories that conform to the
protocol specification. We evaluate DSS2PL using Smile, an Oshiya middleware implementation
that allows to plug in scheduling policies in form of queries, and to compare their execution to
native schedulers. We conduct experiments that compare the performance and the predictability
of DSS2PL with a native database scheduler. Our experiments show that for large client counts
our implementation performs better than the native database scheduler. Our approach scales
better than the native scheduler and provides higher stability and, thus, predictable performance.
This is an advantage of scheduling multiple requests at once. Oshiya only needs to execute the
scheduling query once to schedule hundreds of requests, thus, reducing the scheduling overhead
per request and leading to a higher scalability.
1.3.3 Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation
Oshiya protocol implementations can be adapted easily to modified scheduling constraints. We
illustrate this advantage by developing a serializable version of Snapshot Isolation called Declar-
ative Serializable Snapshot Isolation (DSSI). Snapshot Isolation (SI) is a popular concurrency
control protocol, but it permits non-serializable schedules that violate database integrity. Fekete
et al. [FLO+05] showed that every non-serializable SI schedule necessarily contains an access
pattern, to which we refer to as a pivot structure. Cahill et al. [CRF09] presented the Serializable
Snapshot Isolation (SSI) protocol that ensures serializable schedules by preventing such struc-
tures. We leverage the ideas of SSI, define pivot structures and show how to detect and prevent
pivot structures in schedules using Oshiya. We develop the Declarative Serializable Snapshot
Isolation protocol, a declarative technique that guarantees serializable schedules by preventing
pivot structures while maintaining the advantages of SI. We formalize DSSI as an Oshiya pro-
tocol specification and develop an SQL implementation of DSSI using Oshiya. Our approach
requires no analysis of application programs or changes to the underlying DBMS. Our imple-
mentation is concise and close to the formal protocol specification which enables us to prove that
DSSI ensures serializable schedules.
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1.3.4 Resource Acquisition Protocol
We introduce the resource acquisition protocol (RAP), a protocol not supported by DBMSs
that is specifically tailored for scheduling concurrent transactions that try to acquire resources,
whereby, each resource is only available in a certain quantity, like in the scenario described in
Section 1.2. RAP leverages the advantages of SS2PL and SI, and provides low blocking and
low abort rates. Similar to SI, customers that only browse (read) the available resources do
not block other customers and are not blocked by other customers, thus, long browsing phases
or inactivity periods of customers during browsing do not affect concurrency. RAP prevents
deadlocks by using solely exclusive locks and by pre-ordering the resources that are acquired.
We introduce the acquisition graph, a new data structure to analyze schedules of acquisition
processes produced by single- and multiversion protocols. Using the acquisition graph, we prove
that RAP yields fewer histories that are aborted due to insufficient resource availabilities than SI;
and we show that RAP results in less blocking than SS2PL. We implement RAP using Oshiya
and compare its performance to DSS2PL and an Oshiya implementation of SI. Our experiments
confirm that RAP performs better than these two protocols with respect to aborts and blocking
for various workloads.
1.3.5 The Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer
We present the Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer, a tool for debugging, visualizing, and compar-
ing scheduling protocols developed using the Oshiya scheduling model. ODA simulates the
execution of scheduling protocols over user-provided workloads. To compare protocols, ODA
supports the simultaneous execution of multiple scheduling protocols over the same workload.
ODA supports typical debugging features such as stepping through a protocol execution, and
breakpoints. Breakpoints are modeled as break queries that stop scheduling of requests when a
certain event occurs. For instance, a breakpoint can be set if a deadlock occurs. To provide con-
textual information, the results of a break query are visualized by highlighting matching tuples
in the scheduling state. Matching tuples are identified through analyze queries. For instance, the
request tuples that form the deadlock can be highlighted. The combination of break and analyze
queries allows to detect and analyze errors in protocol executions and to get an understanding of
how a protocol behaves for a certain workload. ODA provides the user with navigational controls
to debug a protocol, e.g., after execution was stopped by a break query. These controls allow the
user to browse forward and backward through protocol executions in order to (1) understand how
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a detected pattern occurred and (2) to see how the protocol handles the pattern, e.g., how the pro-
tocol resolves the deadlock. ODA automatically keeps default global statistics about a protocol
execution, e.g., size of scheduling relation state. Furthermore, ODA allows the user to register
new measures and it permits a visual analysis of protocol execution statistics. We demonstrate
the features of the system by comparing the Oshiya implementations of Snapshot Isolation and
Serializable Snapshot Isolation using a banking scenario.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is based on an integrated collection of papers. The papers were modified to reduce
overlapping sections. To avoid repetitions, the sections that describe Oshiya have been omitted
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6. The chapters adhere to the same terminology. A bibliography for all
chapters is given at the end of the thesis.
Chapter 2 The Oshiya Scheduling Model
This chapter is based on results of the papers listed below.
Christian Tilgner. Declarative Scheduling in Highly Scalable Systems. In Pro-
ceedings of the 2010 EDBT/ICDT Workshops (Ph.D. Workshop), EDBT ’10, pages
41:1–41:6, New York, ACM, 2010.
Christian Tilgner, Boris Glavic, Michael H. Böhlen, and Carl-Christian Kanne. Cor-
rectness Proof of the Declarative SS2PL Protocol Implementation. Technical Report
IFI-2010.0008, University of Zurich, Department of Informatics, Zürich, Switzer-
land, September 2010.
Chapter 3 Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation
Christian Tilgner, Boris Glavic, Michael H. Böhlen, and Carl-Christian Kanne.
Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation. In Proceedings of the 15th East Eu-
ropean Conference on Advances in Databases and Information Systems, ADBIS
’11, pages 170–184, Springer, 2011.
Chapter 4 Resource Acquisition Protocol
Christian Tilgner, Michael H. Böhlen, Boris Glavic, and Carl-Christian Kanne. On
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Scheduling of Resource Acquisition Processes. Submitted to the 21st ACM In-
ternational Conference on Information and Knowledge Management, pages 1–10,
2012.
Chapter 5 The Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer
Christian Tilgner, Michael H. Böhlen, Boris Glavic, Carl-Christian Kanne, Patrick
Leibundgut, and Luis Schüller. Debugging, Visualizing, and Comparing Scheduling
Protocols. Ready for submission as demonstration paper.
Chapter 6 Smile - Declarative Scheduling Middleware
Christian Tilgner, Boris Glavic, Michael H. Böhlen, and Carl-Christian Kanne.
Smile: Enabling Easy and Fast Development of Domain-Specific Scheduling Proto-
cols. In Proceedings of the 28th British National Conference on Databases (Poster),
BNCOD ’11, pages 128–131, Springer, 2011.
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CHAPTER 2
The Oshiya Scheduling Model
Abstract
Modern server systems have to efficiently schedule large amounts of concurrent client requests
under various constraints such as correctness criteria and/or service-level agreements. To reduce
development complexity and increase flexibility for schedulers, we investigate declarative sched-
uler implementations. We introduce Oshiya, a declarative scheduling model that treats pending
and historical requests as data collections and uses query processing to generate request sched-
ules. Oshiya schedules multiple requests at once, in contrast to the state of the art of imperatively
implemented per-request schedulers. We illustrate Oshiya by developing the declarative strong
two-phase locking protocol (DSS2PL), an Oshiya implementation of the traditional strong (rig-
orous) two-phase locking protocol. We formally prove the correctness of the implementation.
Experiments show that the declarative approach can compete with a highly optimized database
scheduler for large numbers of concurrent requests.
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2.1 Introduction
Modern application servers handle large numbers of concurrently arriving requests. These have
to be scheduled according to (1) correctness criteria like classical serializability, (2) service-
level agreements (SLAs), and (3) performance goals such as increasing locality of data access
by reordering requests. The state of the art is to develop schedulers imperatively for a given
type of application, such as lock-based schedulers for classical database read/write requests. The
advantage of this approach is that it yields fine-tuned schedulers that satisfy application-defined
constraints (consistency etc.). However, imperative implementations of schedulers can be very
complex and difficult to understand, in particular if the request types and correctness criteria are
less well studied, for example in custom workflow systems. As a consequence, it is difficult to
verify the correctness of a scheduler implementation. Adapting the scheduler to rapidly evolving
market requirements, which affect the criteria (1)-(3) presented above, results in expensive and
error-prone re-implementations.
We present a declarative scheduling model called Oshiya as a solution that allows for an easier
definition and exchange of domain-specific scheduling protocols. The main ideas of Oshiya are
to treat sets of requests as data collections and to employ database query processing techniques
over this request data to produce request schedules in an efficient and flexible manner. Scheduling
protocols are implemented as queries that select those requests that can be executed next without
violating the scheduling constraints.
This approach has several advantages [Til10]. Instead of scheduling each request on its own, we
apply set-at-a-time scheduling to schedule multiple requests at once, amortizing scheduling costs.
Furthermore, the declarative formulation of scheduling protocols is much more concise, easier to
understand and easier to modify than an imperative scheduler implementation. Our declarative
specification of scheduling constraints is executable, but very close to their formal definition.
This facilitates to reason about implementations, for example to prove their correctness. The
contributions are the following:
• We present Oshiya, a model for declarative scheduling and show, using the strong 2PL pro-
tocol (SS2PL) as an example, how to implement traditional scheduling protocols declara-
tively.
• We prove the correctness of our declarative SS2PL protocol.
• We conduct experiments showing that the declarative approach can compete with a highly
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optimized database scheduler for large numbers of concurrent requests.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes SS2PL. Section 2.3
introduces the Oshiya scheduling model. Section 2.4 covers the DSS2PL implementation. Sec-
tion 2.6 summarizes our experimental results. We discuss related work in Section 2.7 and draw
conclusions in Section 2.8.
2.2 Background: SS2PL
The SS2PL protocol is a lock-based protocol that uses two types of locks: shared read and ex-
clusive write locks. The locks are used to block transactions from executing requests that can
cause inconsistencies. Every schedule, a sequence of executed requests (read/write/abort/com-
mit), that fulfills the conditions imposed by SS2PL on the locking behaviour of transactions is
serializable and fulfills the strictness criterion [WV02]. The SS2PL protocol specifies that for
each transaction the following six conditions, to which we refer to as SS2PL conditions, must
hold [KE06]:
1. An object has to be locked before it can be read or written.
2. A transaction may not acquire a lock if already holding the lock.
3. A transaction has to respect the locks on the relevant object held by other transactions
based on the lock compatibilities given in Table 2.1 [WV02]. The table is to be read as
follows: a requested lock (s denotes shared lock, x denotes exclusive lock) of transaction
i on an object A may be granted if it does not conflict (+) with a currently held lock on
object A of transaction j (i 6= j). Otherwise it conflicts (-) and the requested lock may not
be granted.
4. All locking operations of a transaction have to precede the first unlock operation of this
transaction. This defines two phases for each transaction, a growing and a shrinking phase.
5. A transaction has to have released all its locks at its end.
6. All locks of a transaction t, including its exclusive write and shared read locks, are held
until t terminates, i.e., t does not release its locks before it commits resp. aborts.
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Lock requested
si(A) xi(A)
Lock sj(A) + -
currently xj(A) - -
held no lock + +
Table 2.1: SS2PL Lock Compatibilities
2.3 The Oshiya Scheduling Model
This section introduces Oshiya1, a declarative scheduling model [Til10] to specify and imple-
ment scheduling protocols. The main ideas of Oshiya are: (1) The state of a scheduler (including
the history it produces) is represented as scheduling relations. (2) Oshiya formalizes a protocol as
a set of constraints, called protocol specification, that have to hold for each generated state of the
relation modeling the request history. (3) The protocol specification constraints are implemented
as declarative scheduling queries. Request scheduling is performed in so-called scheduling iter-
ations by repeatedly executing the scheduling queries over the scheduling relations to determine
which of the pending requests can be added to the relation that models the history without vio-
lating the protocol specification constraints. In this section, we explain the scheduling algorithm
that can be parameterized using the scheduling queries.
We also discuss how to address additional issues. For example, what to do if some pending
requests cannot be executed at all? And how to determine how much of the request history is
actually needed to make scheduling decisions? In traditional approaches, such as locking pro-
tocols, the relevant part of the request history is encoded in special-purpose data structures such
as lock tables. This is highly efficient, but inflexible. Fine-tuned algorithms on these data struc-
tures are used to detect when pending requests are not executable, e.g., in the case of deadlocks.
Oshiya uses declarative queries to describe (1) the relevant subset of the request history, and (2)
the conditions for requests that cannot proceed.
Overall, our approach significantly reduces the amount of code needed to implement a sched-
uler, but sacrifices performance compared to hand-coded schedulers in many cases. But our
experiments show that the declarative approach can compete with a highly optimized database
scheduler for large numbers of concurrent requests. Applications that require specialized sched-
ulers are often under time-to-market pressure, and SLA requirements change frequently. In such
1Oshiya refers to the passenger arrangement staff at Japanese train stations who help to fill a train by pushing
people onto the train or guiding them to free railway cars.
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cases, the simplified implementation and maintenance of domain-specific scheduling protocols
and SLA requirements is very useful.
2.3.1 Scheduling Relations
We model the state of a scheduler, i.e., requests to schedule as well as history information needed
for scheduling decisions, as instances of three scheduling relations: PendingRequests (R) buffers
arriving client requests for scheduling. Executable (E) buffers requests that have been scheduled
for execution. RelevantHistory (H) represents already executed requests in their execution order
and models the schedule generated so far. H is needed because most scheduling constraints
cannot be evaluated without this information. In Oshiya implementations of lock-based protocols
we do not store locks explicitly. Instead, we use query processing to determine on the fly which
transactions logically hold locks on which objects solely based on information in relationH.
The schemata of scheduling relations R, H and E have to be capable of representing all request
information which are necessary for making scheduling decisions. The concrete schemata de-
pend on the actual protocol resp. application domain. The basic parts of the schemata are the
same for most of the scheduling protocols. A standard request consists of an identifier for the
transaction of the request, the type of request (e.g., read/write) and the object the request is ap-
plied to. Furthermore, the objects in H and E have to have an ID that is used to record the
execution order of requests.
Example 1. For presentation purposes, we use simplified schemata for the scheduling relations
in this example. Assume the following schema for relation R: (TA,Op,Ob). For each request,
TA is the transaction executing the request, Op is the type of request (e.g., r for a read), and Ob
is the data object the request accesses. Relations H and E have an additional attribute ID for
recording the request execution order. Using this schema, the initial scheduler state is as shown
in Figure 2.1.
R0
TA Op Ob
H0
ID TA Op Ob
E0
ID TA Op Ob
Figure 2.1: Initial Scheduler State
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2.3.2 Scheduling Queries
QSchedule is the core of each Oshiya protocol implementation. It is used to determine which
requests can be executed next based on the pending requests in relationR and on the requests that
have been executed during earlier scheduling iterations (relationH). Thus, this query implements
the hard constraints (e.g., serializability) and soft constraints (such as prioritizing requests of
a certain type) of the applied scheduling protocol by selecting those statements from relation
R that can safely be executed without violating the constraints imposed by the protocol. For
example, for a lock-based protocol, this query selects the pending requests that are allowed to
run according to the locks held by running transactions. Examples for soft constraints are SLAs
like “Do not select requests from normal customers if there are pending requests of premium
customers”.
Depending on the scheduling protocol, some pending requests may never qualify for execution.
For instance, deadlocks may occur in a lock-based protocol. QRevoked is used to identify blocked
resp. non-executable requests. The transactions of these requests are aborted. Note that the
choice when to abort a transaction is left to the scheduler developer. For instance, if deadlock
detection is too expensive, QRevoked can be used to abort transactions of requests that are older
than a certain threshold and, thus, are likely to participate in a deadlock situation.
In each scheduling iteration, all executed requests are inserted into relation H. Thus, the car-
dinality of relation H grows continuously with each scheduling iteration. This increases the
execution time of QSchedule and limits the scalability of our approach. To avoid this effect, re-
quests represented as tuples in relation H that are irrelevant for scheduling decisions have to be
deleted by QIrrelevant. Which of these requests are not needed for scheduling decisions depends
on the applied scheduling protocol.
2.3.3 Scheduling Algorithm
The state of the scheduler is advanced in iterative steps by applying a generic scheduling algo-
rithm shown in Figure 2.2 that evaluates the scheduling queries over the current instances of the
scheduling relations. Each scheduling iteration (while loop) schedules multiple requests at once,
resulting in updated instances of the scheduling relations. This is in contrast to DBMSs that
schedule requests individually. The algorithm is the same for every protocol, but it is parame-
terized by the protocol-specific schema of the scheduling relations and the scheduling queries.
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Each scheduling iteration performs the following steps: (1) Requests scheduled in the previous
iteration are removed fromR. (2) Newly arrived client requests (N ) are added toR. (3)QRevoked
determines transactions that have to be aborted since the requests cannot be executed due to con-
straint violations or blocking. (4) QSchedule implements the scheduling protocol. It selects all
requests from R that can be executed in this iteration without violating the protocol constraints.
(5) Requests in E are executed and (6) added to H. (7) QIrrelevant identifies those requests from
H that are irrelevant for future scheduling decisions, and is used to prune H so that it does not
grow continuously.
H = E = R = ∅
whi le t r u e do begin
1 R = R− E ;
2 R = R∪ N ;
3 R = R−QRevoked(H,R) ;
4 E = QSchedule(H,R) ;
5 Execute(E) ;
6 H = H ∪ E ;
7 H = H−QIrrelevant(H) ;
end
Figure 2.2: Generic Oshiya Scheduling Algorithm
Example 2. Reconsider the scheduler state from Example 1. Assume one new read request r1(x)
of transaction t1 got inserted in relationR at the beginning of scheduling iteration 1 andQSchedule
selected this request for execution. The scheduler state after scheduling the first request is as
shown in Figure 2.3. At the beginning of scheduling iteration 2, two new requests got inserted in
relationR: r1(y), r2(x). Assume that running the scheduling queries selected both request from
relationR for execution. This leads to the updated scheduler state illustrated in Figure 2.4.
R1
TA Op Ob
1 r x
H1
ID TA Op Ob
1 1 r x
E1
ID TA Op Ob
1 1 r x
Figure 2.3: Example Scheduler State at the End of Scheduling Iteration 1
Applying the scheduling queries to a set of newly arrived requests N , each scheduling iteration
produces new instances of the scheduling relationsR,H and E . This yields a sequence of states
ofH called history, defined below. We use this definition of history to reason over the properties
of a protocol and to prove the correctness of a scheduler implementation.
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R2
TA Op Ob
1 r y
2 r x
H2
ID TA Op Ob
1 1 r x
2 1 r y
3 2 r x
E2
ID TA Op Ob
2 1 r y
3 2 r x
Figure 2.4: Example Scheduler State at the End of Scheduling Iteration 2
Definition 1 (History). Let I =< N0, . . . > be a sequence of sets of input requests and q be
protocol-specific versions of the scheduling queries. We define the history generated according
to q over input I as Hq(I) =< H0, . . . >, where Hi is the state of relation H, called a history
state, after the ith scheduling iteration produced using q to parameterize the generic algorithm
and Ni as input N . We drop q and I if it is clear from the context and solely use H.
In the following, we use H to denote both the history relation and one history state and drop
indices on H if the scheduling iteration is irrelevant for the discussion (same holds forR, E and
N ). According to the algorithm presented above, the history state Hi is a cumulative snapshot,
i.e., it includes all previous history statesHj with j < i (assumed QIrrelevant is not applied).
Example 3. For instance, the history states shown in Figure 2.5 could be the result of scheduling
the requests I =< {(1, r, x), (2, r, x)}, {(1, r, y)}, {(2, r, y)} >.
H0
ID TA Op Ob
H1
ID TA Op Ob
1 1 r x
H2
ID TA Op Ob
1 1 r x
2 1 r y
3 2 r x
H3
ID TA Op Ob
1 1 r x
2 1 r y
3 2 r x
4 2 r y
Figure 2.5: Example History States
We model a protocol as protocol specification defined in Definition 2. We allow quantification
over scheduling iterations to enable, e.g., constraints that check the order of requests in the
history. A protocol specification for DSS2PL is given in Section 2.5.
Definition 2 (Protocol Specification). A protocol specification Φ is a set of protocol specification
constraints formulated as first-order predicate logic expressions over H.
The formalization of a protocol as logical constraints and its implementation as queries allows us
to formally reason about the correctness of an implementation. Given a protocol specification Φ
and an implementation of this protocol as a set q of scheduling queries, the definition presented
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below defines what it means for q to correctly implement Φ. This is the case if for every input I,
the history created by our scheduling algorithm using q satisfies Φ.
Definition 3 (Correctness of Scheduling Queries). Scheduling queries q satisfy a protocol spec-
ification Φ, denoted as q |= Φ, if for every input sequence I the generated history H produced
using q satisfies Φ: Hq(I) |= Φ.
2.3.4 Assumptions and Notational Remarks
In this thesis, we make the following assumptions: (1) We limit the types of requests that have to
be scheduled to atomic database requests, i.e., a read request of a transaction i on object x denoted
as ri(x), a write request wi(x), an abort request ai, and a commit request ci. The decision to use
only such requests is based on the fact that web applications typically manipulate one record at
a time [CRS+08]. For example, most of the Amazon services store and retrieve data by primary
key only (requests specify the primary key) and do not require complex querying and full DBMS
functionality [DHJ+07, Vog07]. (2) A transaction waits until its current request is executed
before issuing new requests. (3) Object identifiers are unique over all relations. (4) Rollbacks of
transactions are considered as regular requests issued by clients. Extending Oshiya to schedule
complex queries like joins or range queries is an interesting avenue for future work. Assumptions
2-4 simplify the presentation, but can be changed with minor modifications to Oshiya.
Scheduling queries are given as domain relational calculus (DRC) expressions. Capital letters
denote variables, small letters indicate constants, and  denotes null. All non-target variables not
used in a universal quantification are implicitly existentially quantified. For instance, instead of
{A | ∃B : (I(A,B) ∧ ¬∃C : (J(C,A)))} we write {A | I(A,B)∧ ¬J(C,A)}. Unrestricted
existentially quantified variables are displayed as an underline (“_”), disjunctive use of constants
by “|”. For instance, for the expression I(A,B)∧ (A = a∨A = c) we use the shortcut I(a|c, _).
We define aggregation as: {G,F1(A1), . . . , Fn(An) | E}. E is a domain relational calculus
expression, G is a set of attributes on which to group on (can be empty), and each Fi is an
aggregate over attribute Ai. We make use of set functions union ∪ and difference −. The use of
DRC instead of SQL, as required by the Smile middleware [TGBK11b] used for the experiments,
results in more concise formulations of scheduling queries. For example, using the scheduling
relation schemata from Example 1, the SQL query presented below selects all requests of already
committed transactions from relationH:
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SELECT TA, Op , Ob FROM H as h1
WHERE EXISTS ( SELECT * FROM H as h2
WHERE h1 . TA=h2 . TA AND
( h2 . Op= ’ a ’ OR h2 . Op= ’ c ’ ) )
This query can easily and shorter be formulated in DRC as:
{T,A,O | H(_, T, A,O) ∧H(_, T, a|c, _)}
2.4 DSS2PL
In this section, we illustrate Oshiya by developing DSS2PL, an Oshiya implementation of
SS2PL. We demonstrate that our approach is expressive enough to implement traditional pro-
tocols and compare the performance with highly optimized database schedulers. Furthermore,
we prove the correctness of the DSS2PL implementation (Section 2.5).
2.4.1 Scheduling Relations
For DSS2PL, we use the scheduling relation schemata shown in Figure 2.6. For each incoming
request, we insert a tuple into relation R storing an identifier for the transaction of the request
(TA), the position of the request in the sequence of requests forming the transaction (Seq), the
type of request (e.g., read or write, modeled by attribute Op), the database object the request is
applied to (Ob), the scheduling iteration the request arrived (SI), and content necessary for the
request execution (e.g., values of write requests). The schema of relations H and E contain an
additional attribute ID that is used to record the execution order of requests.
R (TA, Seq, Op, Ob, SI, C)
H (ID, TA, Seq, Op, Ob, C)
E (ID, TA, Seq, Op, Ob, C)
Figure 2.6: Schemata of DSS2PL Scheduling Relations
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2.4.2 Scheduling Queries
To implement the scheduling queries for DSS2PL, we have to infer the locks held by currently
running transactions. We have to guarantee that after each scheduling iteration the inferred locks
and the schedule represented by relationH fulfill the protocol constraints. The approach we take
here is to develop queries that extract locking information from relation H. These queries are
applied as subqueries in QSchedule whenever access to lock information is needed to decide if a
pending request can be executed so that adding the selected request to relationH does not break
the conditions imposed by SS2PL.
Inferring Lock Information. Two queries X (for write locks) and S (for read locks) with
result schema {Ob, TA} are used to infer which locks are held by which transactions. Locking
information is never actually stored, but extracted from relation H on the fly. An object x is
write-locked by a transaction t, if relation H contains a write request of t on x but no abort or
commit request of t:
X = {O, T | H(_, T, _, w,O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, a|c, _, _)}
An object x is read-locked by a transaction t, if relation H contains a read request of t on x but
no write request of t on x and no abort or commit request of t:
S = {O, T | H(_, T, _, r, O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, w,O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, a|c, _, _)}
Example 4. As an example for the evaluation of queries X and S, consider the instance of
relationH shown in Figure 2.7(a) and the results of queries X and S (Figure 2.7(b) and (c)). For
this instance of relationH, transaction 15 is (logically) locking object x exclusively. Transaction
8 is not holding locks anymore, because it already finished. Transaction 14 is (logically) holding
a shared lock on object z.
(a)H
ID TA Seq Op Ob C
1 15 1 r x -
2 8 1 w y 5
3 8 2 c - -
4 15 2 w x 7
5 14 1 r z -
(b) X
Ob TA
x 15
(c) S
Ob TA
z 14
Figure 2.7: Example Evaluation of X and S
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QSchedule. After defining the request database schema and inferring the lock information, we
can implement QSchedule which selects all executable requests from relation R, as explained in
Section 2.3.2. QSchedule for DSS2PL is shown in Figure 2.8. QSchedule selects those requests from
relationR which can be executed safely without violating the SS2PL constraints defined in Sec-
tion 2.2. This includes all requests contained in relation R except for requests in the following
sets: Requests on objects that are write-locked by another transaction (OpsOnXLO) and write
requests on objects that are read-locked by another transaction (WOpsOnSLO). OpsOnXLO
returns all requests that intend to access objects which are currently write-locked by another
transaction. Similarly, WOpsOnSLO returns all write requests accessing objects, currently
read-locked by other transactions. Aborts as well as commits may always be selected for execu-
tion.
QSchedule = {GenID(), T,N,A,O,C | R(T,N,A,O, _, C) ∧
(MinStmtPerObj(_, T ) ∨ (A = a ∨A = c))}
MinStmtPerObj = {O,Min(T ) | LegalOps(T, _, O)}
LegalOps = {T,N,O | R(T,N, _, O, _, _) ∧ ¬OpsOnXLO(T,N,O) ∧
¬WOpsOnSLO(T,N,O)}
WOpsOnSLO = {T,N,O | R(T,N,w,O, _, _) ∧ S(O, T2) ∧ T 6= T2}
OpsOnXLO = {T,N,O | R(T,N, _, O, _, _) ∧ X (O, T2) ∧ T 6= T2}
X = {O, T | H(_, T, _, w,O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, a|c, _, _)}
S = {O, T | H(_, T, _, r, O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, w,O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, a|c, _, _)}
Figure 2.8: DSS2PL QSchedule Query
To cover the case where multiple pending read resp. write requests want to access the same
unlocked object, we select only one request per object from relation R. This is achieved by
MinStmtPerObj. Otherwise, the SS2PL constraints may not hold for the resulting instance of
relation H. Assume R contains two requests w1(x) and w2(x) that intend to write an unlocked
object x. If both requests are chosen by QSchedule, this results in two transactions holding a write
lock on the same object which is not allowed due to SS2PL constraint 3 in Section 2.2. Even
though the selection of two read requests r3(x) and r4(x) on the same unlocked object x does
not lead to a violation, for simplicity we decided for the more strict strategy to choose only one
request per object (e.g. r3(x)). QSchedule can easily be extended to be able to handle multiple read
requests on the same object in the same scheduling iteration. In QSchedule, the GenID() function
generates unique increasing numerical identifiers used to establish a total request order inH.
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R
TA Seq Op Ob SI C
10 2 w y 3 7
20 2 w x 3 8
H
ID TA Seq Op Ob C
1 10 1 r x -
2 20 1 w y 12
Figure 2.9: Deadlock Situation
QRevoked. As explained in Section 2.3.2, QRevoked is used to abort transactions of pending
requests that may not be executed or have been pending for too long. In a lock-based protocol,
requests can be blocked infinitely if they belong to transactions that are in a deadlock situation.
An example deadlock situation is shown in Figure 2.9. Transactions 10 and 20 are in a deadlock
situation, because they are waiting for each other to release their lock.
QRevoked = {T,N,A,O, S,C | R(T,N,A,O, S,C) ∧ S + n <= i}
Figure 2.10: DSS2PL QRevoked Query
QRevoked resolves deadlock situations by aborting transaction that are participating in a deadlock.
Either QRevoked can be used to detect which transactions belong to a deadlock and to abort some
of these transactions or a heuristic strategy is used to abort transactions that are likely to be in a
deadlock. While the first option has the advantage to only abort deadlocked transactions, it results
in a complex and expensive QRevoked query (we have implemented this strategy and tested its
performance). Therefore, we opted for a simple heuristic strategy: Abort all transactions if their
pending requests have not been selected since n scheduling iterations. Though this strategy may
abort transactions that are not part of a deadlock, the possibility for this to happen is reasonable
low if n is large enough and this disadvantage is more than outweighed by the performance gain
over deadlock detection. QRevoked implementing this strategy is given in Figure 2.10. We use
attribute SI of relationR (see Figure 2.6) that represents the scheduling iteration when a request
was added to relation R (is set by the scheduler); i denotes the current scheduling iteration.
QRevoked selects all requests that have been added more then n iterations ago.
QIrrelevant. As explained in Section 2.3.2, QIrrelevant is used to remove requests from relation
H if they are not relevant for future scheduling decisions. Considering the DSS2PL protocol,
all requests of already finished transactions can be deleted safely without influencing QSchedule,
because they do not hold any locks and, thus, cannot influence the outcome of QSchedule. The
proof is given in Section 2.5 resp. [TGBK10]. The resulting QIrrelevant query is illustrated in
Figure 2.11.
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QIrrelevant= {I, T,N,A,O,C | H(I, T,N,A,O,C) ∧H(_, T, _, a|c, _, _, _)}
Figure 2.11: DSS2PL QIrrelevant Query
2.4.3 Example Using DSS2PL Scheduling Queries
An example for the execution of the DSS2PL scheduling queries is given in Figure 2.12. Assume
the state of relations R and H at the end of scheduling iteration 6, as shown in Figure 2.12.
Object x is write-locked by transaction 15, object y is unlocked because transaction 8 did already
commit, and object z is read-locked by transaction 14. For illustration purposes, we did not delete
the requests fromH returned by QIrrelevant, but marked them with grey background.
At the next scheduling iteration, five new requests are inserted into relation R as displayed in
scheduling iteration 7 of Figure 2.12. The scheduler runs QSchedule, shown in Figure 2.8, which
selects only three requests from relation R for execution, including w34(y), a write request of
transaction 34 on object B, r32(z), and r2(v). These requests are chosen, because they either
access unlocked objects or intend to read a read-locked object. Requests r27(x) and r21(x) are not
chosen in this scheduling iteration, because they intend to access a write-locked object without
holding the lock. Thus, their execution has to be delayed. Afterwards, the scheduler inserts
the three selected requests w34(y), r32(z) and r2(v) into relations E and H, see relation H in
scheduling iteration 7 of Figure 2.12. The requests from relation E are executed against the
back-end DBMS, and their results are returned to the clients.
At the next scheduling iteration, the requests chosen for execution in the previous iteration
(w34(y), r32(z) and r2(v)) are deleted from R and newly arrived requests are inserted into R
(c15, commit request of transaction 15). This yields the instance of R displayed in scheduling
iteration 8 of Figure 2.12. In this iteration QSchedule selects only c15 for execution. Tuple c15 is
inserted into E andH (see relationH in scheduling iteration 8 of Figure 2.12).
The requests chosen for execution in the previous iteration (c15) are deleted fromR. We assume
that in the following scheduling iteration, no new request is inserted into R. I.e., R solely
contains r27(x) and w21(x). Since transaction 15 that locked object x has finished in the previous
iteration, r27(x) and w21(x) do not have to be delayed anymore. But it is not possible to select
both requests for execution because this results in an instance of relationHwhich violates SS2PL
constraint 3 in Section 2.2. QSchedule prevents such situations, because it selects only the request
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Scheduling Iteration 6:
R6
TA Seq Op Ob SI C
H6
ID TA Seq Op Ob C
1 15 1 r x -
2 8 1 w y 2
3 8 2 c - -
4 15 2 w x 6
5 14 1 r z -
Scheduling Iteration 7:
R7
TA Seq Op Ob SI C
27 1 r x 7 -
21 1 w x 7 7
34 1 w y 7 4
32 1 r z 7 -
2 1 r v 7 -
H7
ID TA Seq Op Ob C
1 15 1 r x -
2 8 1 w y 2
3 8 2 c - -
4 15 2 w x 6
5 14 1 r z -
6 34 1 w y 4
7 32 1 r z -
8 2 1 r v -
Scheduling Iteration 8:
R8
TA Seq Op Ob SI C
27 1 r x 7 -
21 1 w x 7 7
15 3 c - 8 -
H8
ID TA Seq Op Ob C
1 15 1 r x -
2 8 1 w y 2
3 8 2 c - -
4 15 2 w x 6
5 14 1 r z -
6 34 1 w y 4
7 32 1 r z -
8 2 1 r v -
9 15 3 c - -
Figure 2.12: DSS2PL Scheduling Example Illustrating Different States ofR andH
of the transaction with the smallest TA value for execution if there are multiple requests accessing
the same object. In this case the request w21(x).
2.5 Correctness of the DSS2PL Scheduling Queries
In this section, we prove the correctness of the DSS2PL scheduling queries. The DSS2PL
scheduling queries are correct if after each scheduling iteration, the state of relation H (the
generated schedule) fulfills the SS2PL conditions presented in Section 2.2. First, we recursively
define the state of the request database relations after scheduling iteration i + 1 based on their
state at scheduling iteration i and their initial state i = 0. Afterwards, we translate the SS2PL
conditions presented in Section 2.2 into DSS2PL protocol specification constraints over the re-
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quest database relations. We prove by induction over the number of scheduling iterations that
these protocol specification constraints hold. To ease the presentation, we omit attributes SI and
C which are not constrained.
Definition 4 (Request Database State). For an input sequence <New0, . . . , Newi>, i ∈ N , where
eachNewx is the set of requests arriving at iteration x, we call the tupleRDBi = (Hi,Ri, Ei,Ni)
the request database state after scheduler iteration i. RDBi is defined recursively as:
i ≤ 0 : Hi = Ei = Ri = Ni = ∅
i > 0 : Ri+1 = Ri ∪Ni+1 − {T,N,A,O | Ei(_, T,N,A,O)}
Ei+1 = QSchedule(Ri+1,Hi)
Hi+1 = Hi ∪ Ei+1
An example illustrating the request database state of six scheduling iterations can be found Fig-
ures 2.13 and 2.14. As defined in Definition 4, the presented relations show the instances at the
end of the scheduling iteration. For illustration purposes, we did not delete the irrelevant requests
fromH. Instead, we solely mark them with grey background.
We often refer to requests that were executed at scheduling iteration i. We use HEi as a shortcut
for HEi = Hi − Hi−1 resp. {I, T,N,A,O | Hi(I, T,N,A,O) ∧¬Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O)} with
i > 0, i.e., the requests that got included into the history exactly at scheduler run i. We define
HEi = ∅ for i ≤ 0.
Furthermore, we define the locks Xi+1 and Si+1 as observed by QSchedule at iteration i + 1
(QSchedule(Ri+1,Hi)) as follows:
Xi+1={O, T | Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
Si+1={O, T | Hi(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _))}
We assume that all transactions respect the following preconditions: (P1) IfR contains a request
r from transaction T then no further requests of this transaction will be added until request r
is processed, i.e., a transaction waits until its current request is executed before issuing new
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requests. (P2) No transaction is taking any actions after its commit or abort. These preconditions
can be formulated as follows:
(P1) ∀T,N, i : Ri(T,N, _, _)⇒ ¬Ri(T,N2, _, _) ∧N 6= N2
(P2) ∀T, h, i : h < i ∧HEh (_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬HEi (_, T, _, _, _)
Mapping the SS2PL conditions presented in Section 2.2 to a DSS2PL protocol specification
results in the first-order predicate logic expressions C1-C6 presented in the definition below. We
refer to these expressions as DSS2PL protocol specification constraints.
Definition 5 (DSS2PL protocol). A sequence of states of relation H respects the DSS2PL pro-
tocol iff the following protocol specification constraints hold:
Constraint C1: An object has to be locked before it can be read or written. This condition can be
expressed as follows:
∀T,O, i : HEi (_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Si+1(O, T ) ∨ Xi+1(O, T )
∧∀T,O, i : HEi (_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Xi+1(O, T )
We do not lock objects in advance. Instead, QSchedule does not select requests accessing locked
objects. Recall that locking incompatibilities between requests selected at the same scheduling
iteration are prevented by MinStmtPerObj as explained in Section 2.4.2.
Constraint C3: A transaction has to respect the locks on the relevant object held by other trans-
actions based on the lock compatibilities given in Table 2.1.
∀O, T, T2, i : Xi+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xi+1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2, i : Xi+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Si+1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2, i : Si+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xi+1(O, T2)
Constraint C4: All locking operations of a transaction (including read and write lock operations)
have to precede the first unlock operation of this transaction. This defines two phases for each
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transaction, a growing and a shrinking phase. This condition is automatically fulfilled by con-
straint C6.
Constraint C5: A transaction has to have released all its locks at its end.
∀T, h, i : h < i+ 1 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬Xi+1(_, T ) ∧ ¬Si+1(_, T )
Constraint C6: All locks of a transaction are held until its end.
∀T,O, g, h, i : g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Xg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Xh(O, T )
∧∀T,O, g, h, i : g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Sg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Sh(O, T )
SS2PL condition 2 is trivially fulfilled since with DSS2PL transactions do not acquire locks,
QSchedule determines which transactions logically hold locks, and DRC relations do not have
duplicates by definition.
Furthermore, we require the lemma presented below:
Lemma 1 (One Request per Iteration and Object). QSchedule guarantees that at most one request
per object is scheduled during each scheduling iteration:
∀i, T,O,A : HEi (_, T, _, A,O) ∧A = r|w ∧HEi (_, T2, _, A2, O)⇒ T = T2 ∧A = A2
respectively
∀i, T,O,A : HEi (_, T, _, A,O) ∧A = r|w ∧ (T 6= T2 ∨A 6= A2)⇒ ¬HEi (_, T2, _, A2, O)
Proof. Lemma 1 follows from the definition of MinStmtPerObj in the definition ofQSchedule. We
prove the claim by contradiction.
Assumption of contradiction: We assume the opposite (negation) of the condition holds for some
T,O,A and i:
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HEi (_, T, _, A,O) ∧A = r|w ∧ (T 6= T2 ∨A 6= A2) ∧HEi (_, T2, _, A2, O) (2.1)
From the definition ofHEi ,Hi, Ei and QSchedule, we can deduce that
HEi = Hi −Hi−1
= Hi−1 ∪ Ei −Hi−1
= Ei
= Schedule(Ri,Hi−1)
={GenId(), T,N,A,O|Ri(T,N,A,O)∧
(MinStmtPerObj(_, T ) ∨ (A = a ∨A = c))}
Which means the following equivalence holds forHEi
∀T,N,A,O : HEi (_, T,N,A,O)
⇔ Ri(T,N,A,O) ∧ (MinStmtPerObj(_, T ) ∨ (A = a ∨A = c))
Using this equivalence to replaceHEi in Equation 2.1 we get:
HEi (_, T, _, A,O) ∧A = r|w ∧ (T 6= T2 ∨A 6= A2) ∧HEi (_, T2, _, A2, O)
⇔ Ri(T, _, A,O) ∧ (MinStmtPerObj(_, T ) ∨ (A = a ∨A = c))
∧A = r|w ∧ (T 6= T2 ∨A 6= A2) ∧Ri(T2, _, A2, O)∧
(MinStmtPerObj(_, T2) ∨ (A2 = a ∨A2 = c))
FromRi(T, _, A,O) ∧A = r|w follows (A = a ∨A = c) = false. And fromRi(T, _, A,O) ∧
A = r|w andRi(T2, _, A2, O) we can deduce (A2 = a ∨A2 = c) = false because O = Null if
A2 = a|c and this contradicts with A = r|w.
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⇔ Ri(T, _, A,O) ∧MinStmtPerObj(_, T ) ∧A = r|w∧
Ri(T2, _, A2, O) ∧MinStmtPerObj(_, T2) ∧ (T 6= T2 ∨A 6= A2)
This implies:
MinStmtPerObj(O, T ) ∧MinStmtPerObj(O, T2)
If T = T2, then the contradiction follows from P1. If T 6= T2, the contradiction follows from
the semantics of grouping and aggregation, because aggregation produces a single result tuple
for each group by value (O).
Theorem 1 (Correctness of the DSS2PL Scheduling Queries). Each sequence of states of rela-
tionH <H0,. . . > generated with an arbitrary input sequence <New0, . . .> according to Defini-
tion 4 respects the DSS2PL protocol as defined by Definition 5.
Proof. Given the recursive definition of the request database states, we prove our initial claim
by induction over the number i of scheduling iterations and show that each state of relation Hi
conforms to the DSS2PL protocol.
Therefore, we first prove that Hi with i = 0 conforms to the DSS2PL protocol. Assuming that
Hi for scheduling iterations i = x is correct, we prove the correctness ofHi for i = x+ 1. Thus,
all states of relation Hi conform to the DSS2PL protocol, i.e., protocol specification constraints
C1 to C6 hold for all states of relationHi.
The proofs are done by transforming protocol specification constraints C1-C6 using X , S, P1
and P2 and by showing that C1-C6 evaluate to true for the corresponding request database state.
This approach does not only apply for proving the correctness of the DSS2PL scheduling queries
but also to the scheduling queries of other scheduling protocols.
Induction start
From the definition of the initial state of the request data-base we know that H0 = E0 = R0 =
N0 = ∅. In the proofs for each protocol specification constraint C1 to C6, we can omit universal
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quantified variables that range over the number of scheduling iterations, since for all request
database relations version 0 is the only one that is defined at scheduling iteration 0.
Protocol specification constraints C1-C6 trivially evaluate to true since by definitionH0 = E0 =
R0 = N0 = HE0 = ∅.
Furthermore, Si = Xi = ∅ for i ≤ 1:
X1= {O, T |H0(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬H0(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
= {O, T |false ∧ true}
= {O, T |false}
= ∅
S1= {O, T |H0(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬H0(_, T, _, w,O)∧
¬H0(_, T, _, a|c, _))}
= {O, T |false ∧ true ∧ true)}
= {O, T |false)}
= ∅
Constraint C1:
∀T,O : HE0 (_, T, _, r, O)⇒ S1(O, T ) ∨ X1(O, T )
∧∀T,O : HE0 (_, T, _, w,O)⇒ X1(O, T )
HE , S , and X evaluate to false sinceHEi = ∅ for i ≤ 0 and Si = Xi = ∅ for i ≤ 1 by definition:
⇔ ∀T,O : false⇒ false ∨ false
∧ ∀T,O : false⇒ false
⇔ true
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Constraint C3:
∀O, T, T2 : X1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬X1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2 : X1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬S1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2 : S1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬X1(O, T2)
S and X evaluate to false since Si = Xi = ∅ for i ≤ 1 by definition:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : false ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ true
∧ ∀O, T, T2 : false ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ true
∧ ∀O, T, T2 : false ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ true
⇔ true
Constraint C5:
∀T, h : h < 1 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬X1(_, T ) ∧ ¬S1(_, T )
H, S , and X evaluate to false sinceHi = ∅ for i ≤ 0 and Si = Xi = ∅ for i ≤ 1 by definition:
⇔ ∀T, h : h < 0 ∧ false⇒ true ∧ true
⇔ true
Constraint C6:
∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ 1 ∧ Xg(O, T ) ∧ ¬H0(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Xh(O, T )
∧∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ 1 ∧ Sg(O, T ) ∧ ¬H0(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Sh(O, T )
H, S, and X evaluate to false sinceHi = ∅ for i ≤ 0 and Si = Xi = ∅ for i ≤ 1 by definition:
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⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ 1 ∧ false ∧ true⇒ false
∧ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ 1 ∧ false ∧ true⇒ false
⇔ true
Induction step
We already proved that constraint C1 to C6 hold for relation Hi with i = 0. Assuming that
constraint C1 to C6 hold forHi with i = x, we now show that these constraints hold forHi with
i = x+ 1 too. Thus, constraints C1 to C6 hold for all states of relationH.
Constraint C1:
∀T,O, i : HEi (_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Si+1(O, T ) ∨ Xi+1(O, T )
∧∀T,O, i : HEi (_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Xi+1(O, T )
We set i = x+ 1 and remove the universal quantification on i.
∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Sx+2(O, T ) ∨ Xx+2(O, T )
∧∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Xx+2(O, T )
Proving first universal quantification of C1. First, we prove the first of the two universal quan-
tifications of C1.
∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Sx+2(O, T ) ∨ Xx+2(O, T )
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Replace S and X by their definition
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒
(Hx+1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
∨ (Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
To prove that this part of the constraint holds we distinguish two cases. EitherHx+1(_, T, _, w, o)
holds (case 1) or ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w, o) holds (case 2). Assume case 1 holds:
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒
(Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∧ false ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
∨ (true ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ false∨
(true ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
If ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) holds then also ¬(HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _)∧ u ≤ x+ 1) holds byHi ⊆ Hi+1
which follows from the recursive definition of H:
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)∧
∀T,O, u : ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬(HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ u ≤ x+ 1)
By transitivity we get:
⇔ ∀T,O, u : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ ¬(HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ u ≤ x+ 1)
Rewriting the implication:
⇔ ∀T,O, u : ¬HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O) ∨ ¬(HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ u ≤ x+ 1)
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Applying De Morgan’s law and reordering:
⇔ ∀T,O, u : ¬(HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ u ≤ x+ 1) ∨ ¬HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _)
Rewriting the implication:
⇔ ∀T,O, u : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ u ≤ x+ 1⇒ ¬HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _)
Now we have to distinguish two cases. Either u = x+ 1 holds (case 1a) or u < x+ 1 holds (case
1b). Assuming case 1a holds, both requests, Rx(_, T, _, r, O) and Rx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _), would
have been in relation Rx+1 which contradicts precondition P1. Thus, ¬HEu (_, T, _, a|c, _) and
the implication evaluate to true. Assuming case 1b holds, the implication is fulfilled by definition
of precondition P2.
Assume case 2 holds:
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∧ true ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
∨ (false ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
Deleting irrelevant terms:
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
A tuple ofHEx+1 is always a tuple ofHx+1 by definition ofHE (HEx+1 ⊆ Hx+1):
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, r, O)⇒ true ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) evaluates to true for the same reasons as in cases 1a and 1b:
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(I, T, _, r, O)⇒ true
⇔ true
Proving the second universal quantification of C1. Now we prove the second quantification of
constraint C1.
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∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Xx+2(O, T )
Substitute X by its definition:
⇔ ∀T,O : HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
If we rewrite the implication a→ (b ∧ ¬c) to (a→ b) ∧ (a→ ¬c) we get:
⇔ ∀T,O : (HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O)) ∧ (HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O)
⇒ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
A tuple ofHEx+1 is always a tuple ofHx+1 by definition ofHE (HEx+1 ⊆ Hx+1).
⇔ ∀T,O : true ∧ (HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O)⇒ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
IfHEx+1(_, T, _, w,O), noHx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) may exist for the same reasons as in cases 1a and
1b:
⇔ ∀T,O : true ∧ true
⇔ true
Constraint C3:
∀O, T, T2, i : Xi+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xi+1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2, i : Xi+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Si+1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2, i : Si+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xi+1(O, T2)
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We set i = x + 1 and prove the three universal quantified sub-expressions of C3 separately by
contradiction.
∀O, T, T2 : Xx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xx+2(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2 : Xx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Sx+2(O, T2)
∧ ∀O, T, T2 : Sx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xx+2(O, T2)
Proving the first universal quantification of C3. We prove the first universal quantification of C3
by contradiction.
Assumption of contradiction: We assume the opposite (negation) of the first quantification holds.
∀O, T, T2 : Xx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xx+2(O, T2)
Negating the expression:
⇔ Xx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ∧ Xx+2(O, T2)
Substituting X by its definition:
⇔ Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ T 6= T2
∧Hx+1(_, T2, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, a|c, _)
From Lemma 1 we know that the two requests onO have to have been scheduled during different
scheduling iterations h and i, i for the request executed by T and h for the request of transaction
T2 with either h < i or i < h. Since the use of T and T2 in the constraint is symmetric, let wlog
h < i. Thus, we can deduce that i = x+ 1.
⇔ h < x+ 1 ∧HEx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _)∧
T 6= T2 ∧HEh (_, T2, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, a|c, _)
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From ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, a|c, _), h < x + 1, and the definition of X , we follow that
Xx+1(O, T2) holds. Based on the recursive definition of H, we know that HEx+1(_, T, _w,O)
implies LegalOpsx+1(T,N,O) which in turn implies ¬OpsOnXLOx+1(T,N,O) ∧
¬WOpsOnSLOx+1(T,N,O), i.e., HEx+1 can only contain the tuple HEx+1(_, T, _w,O) if
this tuple belongs to LegalOpsx+1. This stands in contradiction with OpsOnXLOx+1(T,N,O)
which follows from Xx+1(O, T2).
Proving second universal quantification of C3. We proceed by proving the second universal
quantification of C3 by contradiction:
∀O, T, T2 : Xx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Sx+2(O, T2)
Substituting X by its definition and rewriting the implication:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : ¬(Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ T 6= T2)
∨ ¬(Hx+1(I, T2, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, a|c, _)
Assumption of contradiction: We assume the opposite (negation) of the quantification holds.
⇔ Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ T 6= T2
∧Hx+1(I, T2, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, a|c, _)
Using the same argument as for the first quantification in C3, we can deduce that the read and
write requests on O have been executed during different scheduling iterations, scheduling itera-
tion i, for the request executed by T , and scheduling iteration h, for the request executed by T2,
with either h < i, i = x+ 1 or i < h, h = x+ 1.
Assume case h = x+ 1 holds:
⇔ i < x+ 1 ∧Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ T 6= T2
∧Hx+1(I, T2, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T2, _, a|c, _)
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We know that Xx+1(O, T ) and the contradiction follows from
Hx+1(I, T2, _, r, O)⇒ LegalOpsx+1(T2, N,O)
⇒ ¬OpsOnXLOx+1(T2, N,O) ⇔ OpsOnXLOx+1(T2, N,O)⇐ Xx+1(O, T )
Assume case i = x+ 1 holds:
⇔ h < x+ 1 ∧Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ T 6= T2
∧Hh(I, T2, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hh(_, T2, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hh(_, T2, _, a|c, _)
If i = x+ 1, we know that Sx+1(O, T2) and the contradiction follows from:
Hx+1(I, T, _, w,O)⇒ LegalOpsx+1(T,N,O)
⇒ ¬WOpsOnSLOx+1(T,N,O) ⇔WOpsOnSLOx+1(T2, N,O)⇐ Sx+1(O, T2)
Proving third universal quantification of C3. Proving the third part of C3 is redundant since the
proof of the second part applies for the third part as well due to equivalence of both parts:
∀O, T, T2 : Sx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xx+2(O, T2)
Rewriting the implication:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : ¬(Sx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2) ∨ ¬Xx+2(O, T2)
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Applying De Morgan’s law:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : ¬Sx+2(O, T ) ∨ ¬(T 6= T2) ∨ ¬Xx+2(O, T2)
Rearranging the terms:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : ¬Xx+2(O, T2) ∨ ¬(T 6= T2) ∨ ¬Sx+2(O, T )
Applying De Morgan’s law:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : ¬(Xx+2(O, T2) ∧ T 6= T2) ∨ ¬Sx+2(O, T )
Rewrite as implication:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : Xx+2(O, T2) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Sx+2(O, T )
By renaming the variables in the formula, we establish the equivalence with the second part:
⇔ ∀O, T, T2 : Xx+2(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Sx+2(O, T2)
Constraint C5:
∀T, h, i : h < i+ 1 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬Xi+1(_, T ) ∧ ¬Si+1(_, T )
In constraint C5, we replace i with x+ 1.
∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬Xx+2(_, T ) ∧ ¬Sx+2(_, T )
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Substituting X and S by their definition:
⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
¬(Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))∧
¬(Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
Applying De Morgan’s law:
⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
(¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))∧
(¬Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
IfHh(_, T, _, a|c, _) then alsoHx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) with h < x+ 2 byHi ⊆ Hi+1 which follows
from the recursive definition ofH.
⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
(¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨ true)∧
(¬Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨ true)
⇔ true
Constraint C6:
∀T,O, g, h, i : g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Xg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Xh(O, T )
∧∀T,O, g, h, i : g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Sg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Sh(O, T )
Proving first universal quantification of C6. We replace the i with x+1 and remove the universal
quantification on i.
∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧ Xg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Xh(O, T )
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We replace X by its definition:
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)⇒
Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
From ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c) ∧ g ≤ h ≤ x + 2 we deduce that ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) and
¬Hg−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) hold, because the highest value g − 1 and h− 1 can have is x+ 1.
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ true ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ true
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O)
If Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ g ≤ h ≤ x + 2 holds then Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) evaluates to true by
Hi ⊆ Hi+1 which follows from the recursive definition ofH.
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ true
⇔ true
Proving second universal quantification of C6. We replace the i with x + 1 and remove the
universal quantification on i.
∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧ Sg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ Sh(O, T )
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At first, we replace S by its definition:
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O)∧
¬Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ Hh−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
From ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c) ∧ g ≤ h ≤ x + 2 we deduce that ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) and
¬Hg−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) hold, because the highest value g − 1 and h− 1 can have is x+ 1.
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ true∧
¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ Hh−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ true
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ Hh−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O)
If Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ g ≤ h ≤ x + 2 holds then Hh−1(_, T, _, r, O) evaluates to true by
Hi ⊆ Hi+1.
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ true ∧ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O)
⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)
⇒ ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O)
Now we have to distinguish two cases. Either ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) holds (case 1) or
Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) holds (case 2).
Case 1, assuming ¬Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) holds, then also ¬Hg−1(_, T, _, w,O) holds by Hi ⊆
Hi+1 which follows from the recursive definition ofH.
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⇔ ∀T,O, g, h : g ≤ h ≤ x+ 2 ∧Hg−1(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ true ∧ ¬Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ true
⇔ true
Case 2, assuming Hh−1(_, T, _, w,O) holds, then Xh−1(O, T ) holds. And because of constraint
C3, transaction T may not hold a shared lock while holding an exclusive lock. Thus, we fol-
low that the lock hold by T changed from a shared to an exclusive lock and the first universal
quantification of C6 hold, which we have proved before.
We proved that protocol specification constraints C1-C6 hold for each state of relation H. For
simplicity, we did not yet consider the QIrrelevant query, which deletes statements from relation
H which are irrelevant for scheduling decisions. QIrrelevant for DSS2PL is defined as follows:
QIrrelevant = {I, T,N,A,O | H(I, T,N,A,O) ∧H(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
Now, we have to show that the execution of QIrrelevant has no influence on the correctness of
relationH. Therefore, we have to adapt Definition 4 to Definition 6.
Note that the step to remove revoked requests (QRevoked query) from relation R as explained in
Section 2.3.2 does not influence the correctness of QSchedule. This is because QRevoked deletes
requests which have not been scheduled and does not touch information of relationH.
Definition 6 (Request Database State’). For an input sequence <New0, . . . , Newi>, i ∈ N , we
call the tuple RDBi = (Hi,Ri, Ei,Ni) the request database state after scheduling iteration i.
RDBi is defined recursively as follows. Thereby, Ti denotes an auxiliary set to defineH.
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Hi = Ei = Ri = Ni = ∅, for i ≤ 0
Ri+1 = Ri ∪Ni+1 − {T,N,A,O | Ei(_, T,N,A,O)}
Ei+1 = QSchedule(Ri+1,Hi)
Ti+1 = Hi ∪ Ei+1
Hi+1 = Ti+1 −QIrrelevant(Ti+1)
We make use of the following Lemma:
Lemma 2 (Transaction Completeness of QIrrelevant). The QIrrelevant query selects all or none of
the requests of a transaction T . Let QIrrelevant i = QIrrelevant(Ti).
∀T, i :QIrrelevant i(_, T, _, _, _) ∧Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O)
⇒ QIrrelevant i(I, T,N,A,O)
Proof. We prove the claim by contradiction. Assumption of contradiction: There exists a trans-
action T and scheduling iteration i such that QIrrelevant i has selected a request from T , but at
least one request from T was not selected:
QIrrelevant i(_, T, _, _, _) ∧Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O)
⇒ ¬QIrrelevant i(I, T,N,A,O)
Substituting the definition of QIrrelevant we get:
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Hi−1(_, T, _, _, _) ∧Hi−1(_, T, _, a|c, _)} ∧ Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O)
⇒ ¬Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O) ∨ ¬Hi−1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
⇔Hi−1(_, T, _, _, _) ∧Hi−1(_, T, _, a|c, _)} ∧ Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O)
⇒ ¬Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O) ∨ ¬Hi−1(_, T, _, a|c, _)
The contradiction follows from the fact the both Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O) and ¬Hi−1(I, T,N,A,O)
andHi−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) and ¬Hi−1(_, T, _, a|c, _) exclude each other.
Theorem 2 (Equivalence of Definition 4 and 6). Each sequence of states <H0,. . . > of relation
H generated with an arbitrary input sequence <New0,. . . > according to Definition 4 is equal to
a generation according to Definition 6.
Proof. Relation H gets changed by (a) the insertion of the statements selected by QSchedule and
(b) the deletion of statements of unfinished transactions by QIrrelevant. We have to show two
facts: (1) QIrrelevant does not influence the set of requests selected by QSchedule. (2) Proto-
col specification constraints C1-C6 hold for the states of relation H despite of the execution of
QIrrelevant.
Fact 1: InQSchedule, only the selection of read and write requests is based on information of rela-
tionH, more precisely S and X . S and X only consider statements of non-finished transactions.
And QIrrelevant only deletes statements of already finished transactions:
QIrrelevant = {I, T,N,A,O | H(I, T,N,A,O) ∧H(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
We prove that QIrrelevant executed in scheduling iteration i does not change Xi+1 by contradic-
tion.
Xi+1={O, T | Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
I.e. the following rule holds for X :
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∀O, T, i : Xi+1(O, T )⇒ Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)
Assumption of contradiction: We assume that a transaction lost a write lock after QIrrelevant has
been executed.
Since by definition QIrrelevant only deletes tuples, it has to have deleted a write statement. But
also by definition, QIrrelevant only deletes statements if Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _) holds. Thus, the con-
tradiction follows from:
¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)  ⇔ Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
We prove that QIrrelevant executed in scheduling iteration i does not change Si+1 by contradic-
tion.
Si+1={O, T | Hi(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)}
I.e. the following rule holds for X :
∀O, T, i : Si+1(O, T )⇒ Hi(_, T, _, r, O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, w,O) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)
Assumption of contradiction: We assume that a transaction lost a read lock after QIrrelevant has
been executed.
Since by definition QIrrelevant only deletes tuples, it has to have deleted a read statement. But
since by definition, QIrrelevant only deletes statements if Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _) holds. Thus, the
contradiction follows from:
¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)  ⇔ Hi(_, T, _, a|c, _)
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From this we follow that Fact 1 holds.
Fact 2: Now we have to show that QIrrelevant does not violate any proof of constraints C1-C6.
Constraint C1:
∀T,O, i : HEi (_, T, _, r, O)⇒ Si+1(O, T ) ∨ Xi+1(O, T )
∧∀T,O, i : HEi (_, T, _, w,O)⇒ Xi+1(O, T )
Assume constraint C1 holds for some i after Definition 4. We have to show that after deleting
the requests from QIrrelevant this constraint still holds. If QIrrelevant deletes any request of a
transaction T from the history, it deletes all requests of T . Therefore, if QIrrelevant deletes all
reads of transaction T on object O (changing the evaluation of the left hand side of the impli-
cation to false: Hi(_, T, _, r, O)), then also the right hand side of the implication evaluates to
false, because Si+1(O, T ) requiresHi(_, T, _, r, O) orHi(_, T, _, w,O) and Xi+1(O, T ) requires
Hi(_, T, _, w,O). If QIrrelevant deletes writes of transaction T on object O (changing the eval-
uation of the left hand side of the implication of the second universal quantification to false:
Hi(_, T, _, w,O)), then also the right hand side of the implication evaluates to false, because
Xi+1(O, T ) requires Hi(_, T, _, w,O). Controversially, if the deletions of QIrrelevant cause the
right hand side to evaluate to true, then we can use the same argument to show that the left hand
side does too.
Constraint C3:
∀O, T, T2, i : Xi+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xi+1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2, i : Xi+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Si+1(O, T2)
∧∀O, T, T2, i : Si+1(O, T ) ∧ T 6= T2 ⇒ ¬Xi+1(O, T2)
Assume constraint C3 holds for some i after Definition 4. We have to show that after deleting the
requests fromQIrrelevant this constraint still holds. AssumeQIrrelevant deletes all or non requests
a transaction T from the history, the right side of the implications do not change. The lefts sides
of the implications can only change to false. Hence, the case true⇒ false is not possible.
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Constraint C5:
∀T, h, i : h < i+ 1 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒ ¬Xi+1(_, T ) ∧ ¬Si+1(_, T )
Assume constraint C5 holds for some i after Definition 4. We have to show this constraint still
holds after Definition 6. If QIrrelevant deletes any request of a transaction T from the history,
it deletes all requests of T . Therefore, if QIrrelevant deletes an abort or commit statement of
transaction T (changing the evaluation of the left hand side of the implication to false), then the
right hand side of the implication does not change. This is because QIrrelevant solely deletes
requests and due to P3. Thus, C5 evaluates to true.
In the induction step for constraint C5, we stated that if Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _) ∧ h < x+ 1 holds
then alsoHx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) holds, as shown in the following excerpt of the proof of constraint
C5:
⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
(¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))∧
(¬Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
IfHh(_, T, _, a|c, _) then alsoHx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) with h < x+ 2 byHi ⊆ Hi+1 which follows
from the recursive definition ofH.
⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
(¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨ true)∧
(¬Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨ true)
⇔ true
But even if QIrrelevant deletes the abort resp. commit statement and Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _) evalu-
ates to false, this does not influence the result of the proof because QIrrelevant always deletes all
tuples of a finished transaction by definition. Thus, the proof evaluates to true as follows:
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⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 2 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
(¬Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))∧
(¬Hx+1(I, T, _, r, O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, w,O) ∨Hx+1(_, T, _, a|c, _))
⇔ ∀T, h : h < x+ 1 ∧Hh(_, T, _, a|c, _)⇒
(true ∨ false)∧
(true ∨ false ∨ false)
⇔ true
Constraint C6:
∀T,O, g, h, i : g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Xg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Xh(O, T )
∧∀T,O, g, h, i : g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Sg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c)⇒ Sh(O, T )
Assume constraint C6 holds for some input sequence after Definition 4. We have to show that
C6 holds too after Definition 6. We prove this fact by contradiction.
Assumption of contradiction: Constraint C6 breaks for an i. I.e., the opposite holds.
(g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Xg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c) ∧ ¬Xh(O, T ))
∨(g ≤ h ≤ i+ 1 ∧ Sg(O, T ) ∧ ¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c) ∧ ¬Sh(O, T ))
We have to distinguish two cases. Either the first part evaluates to true or the second one.
First part: The first part evaluates to true if Xg(O, T ) holds for some O and T and
¬Hi(_, T, _, a|c) and ¬Xh(O, T ) hold as well. This is not possible because, firstly, this contra-
dicts to C6 and, secondly, QIrrelevant always deletes all tuples of T by definition, i.e., Xg(O, T )
would not hold after an execution of QIrrelevant.
The second part is analog.
Thus, Fact 2 holds and QIrrelevant does not influence the correctness of relation H and QSchedule
always selects the same set of statements independent of the execution of QIrrelevant.
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2.6 Evaluation
This section presents experimental results. For the experiments we used Smile, a database-
independent middleware implementation of the Oshiya scheduling model [TGBK11b]. We con-
duct experiments to (1) compare the native database scheduler overhead with the declarative
scheduler overhead and to (2) find out the overhead of introducing a middleware layer.
2.6.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware. We ran the experiments on two machines with a 2.8GHz single-core CPU and 2GB
memory each. On the first machine, a client application was executed which simulated users each
executing transactions continuously. On the second machine, we ran Smile and a commercial
DBMS.
Workload. Our workload simulated a bonus payment transaction over a single relation with
user accounts and their balance. We ran several experiments and varied the accounts t to update
per transaction and the database cardinality c. Each transaction consisted of t SELECT and
t UPDATE statements executed against a single table with cardinality c. Each statement pair
affected exactly one random row, with a uniform probability for each row. We used a database
instance that fitted in the database buffer.
2.6.2 Method
We executed experiments in three different modes: The simulated clients connect directly to the
DBMS and execute their transactions under isolation level serializable, denoted as direct-connect
mode (DC). The simulated clients connect to Smile. Smile maintains one database connection
for each connected client and solely forwards the requests to the DBMS for execution without
performing scheduling. The DBMS is taking care of scheduling the requests coming from Smile.
This mode is denoted as multi-user mode (MU). MU applies isolation level serializable. In
the declarative scheduling mode (DS), the simulated clients connect to Smile. Smile applies
declarative scheduling using the DSS2PL scheduling queries presented in Section 2.4.2 which
corresponds to isolation level serializable. By analyzing MU and DS, we are able to compare
the performance of the native database scheduler with the declarative scheduler. Comparing DC
with MU allows us to study the overhead introduced by the Smile middleware layer.
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After an adequate warm-up time (determined through extensive experiments), we measured for
each mode how many transactions were committed within 240s by a certain number of con-
currently active clients. This method is equivalent to measuring the execution time of a fixed
number of transactions but has the advantage of constant experiment durations. We repeated
each individual experiment multiple times and averaged the results.
2.6.3 Results
To analyze in which client ranges our declarative scheduling approach works well, we measured
the throughput of MU and DS for 1 to 1000 concurrent clients (step size 50) and ran experiments
for different database cardinalities c and transaction sizes t.
Figure 2.15(a) presents the results of an experiment comparing MU and DS with database cardi-
nality c = 100′000 and t = 20 accounts updated per transaction. The y-axis shows the commit
ratio of MU to DS in logarithmic scale, with DS normalized to 1. The x-axis denotes the number
of concurrent clients. We observe that in the range of 1 to approx. 450 clients, the through-
put of the native database scheduler in MU is higher than the throughput of DS. DS is less
efficient in that lower client range since the applied set-at-a-time scheduling is more expensive
than request-by-request scheduling applied by the standard DBMS. I.e., executing the queries
QSchedule, QRevoked and QIrrelevant is quite costly for only a few concurrent requests.
Thus, our main interest regards the range with large numbers of concurrent requests. From ap-
prox. 450 concurrent clients on, our declarative scheduler approach is performing even better
than the native database scheduler in MU. I.e., there are parameter ranges, where declarative
scheduling performs better than the native database scheduler. This shows the disadvantage of
the request-by-request scheduling approach for large amounts of concurrent requests which is
one of the reasons for the limited scalability of standard DBMSs. For large amounts of con-
current requests, the scheduling overhead, lock management and conflict possibility increases
enormously and also lock contention thrashing appears [WV02]. Thus, the throughput drops
for MU. Whereas, for larger numbers of concurrent requests, we can see the advantage of the
set-at-a-time scheduling applied by our declarative approach. We only need to execute QSchedule
once to schedule hundreds of requests and we do not use explicit locking which implies re-
duced scheduling overhead per request and which leads to a higher scalability. Thus, for DS the
throughput only decreases slightly with increasing the number of clients but does not drop until
1000 clients.
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Figure 2.15: Experimental Results
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To investigate in which parameter ranges our approach works well, we varied the database car-
dinality from 100’000 to 50’000 and 200’000 and we changed the transaction size from 20 mod-
ified rows to 10 and 30. The results are shown in Figures 2.15(c)-2.15(f). The y-axis shows the
commit ratio of MU to DS in logarithmic scale, with DS normalized to 1. The x-axis denotes
the number of concurrent clients. These experiments demonstrate that MU and DS behave as ex-
pected. If we increase the database cardinality or decrease the transaction size, in MU mode, the
database system scales better before the drop of the throughput occurs, because of the decreasing
possibility of conflicts. On the other hand, the drop of the throughput occurs earlier (for smaller
client counts) if we decrease c or increase t which increases the possibility of conflicts. Note that
in all experiments we experience that the performance of MU degrades rapidly after a critical
number of concurrent clients is reached whereas for DS we only observe a linear decrease in the
number of clients. Even for small number of clients MU is not performing better than factor 4.5.
Figure 2.15(a) illustrates another advantage of Smile compared to the native database scheduler:
The declarative scheduling approach provides a high stability and predictability of the through-
put. In Figure 2.15(a), the vertical dotted lines at 200-800 (step size 100) concurrent requests
show the average throughput plus or minus the standard deviation for MU and DS. Based on this
we can see that the standard deviation of DS is constantly low from 1-1000 concurrent requests
which allows for precise predictability, whereas, we observed a large increase of the standard
deviation for increasing numbers of concurrent requests for DC and MU (for readability the DC
results are not presented in the graph).
To study the middleware overhead of Smile over native database scheduling, we compared the
throughput of DC, MU, and DS. Figure 2.15(b) show the respective throughputs for 100, 200
and 300 concurrent clients, with DS normalized to 1 and c = 100′000 and t = 20. By comparing
DC with DS, we can deduce the overhead of Smile. We can see from Figure 2.15(a) that in this
range, the native database scheduler (DC) is not performing better than factor 22 compared to
our declarative scheduler (DS). We observe that the declarative scheduling overhead (DS) is not
more expensive than factor 4.5 compared to the native database scheduling overhead (MU).
2.7 Related Work
The ACTA framework is an approach to formalize properties of transaction models using first-
order formula over schedules [CR90]. The conciseness and clarity of the ACTA approach in-
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spired us to find a way to actually implement schedulers based on declarative protocol specifica-
tions.
Another declarative approach is the BOOM project which employs the declarative language
Overlog to build distributed systems [ACC+10]. It uses a declarative task scheduler allowing
for an easy definition of new scheduling policies. But it focuses on scheduling MapReduce tasks
instead of database requests and on scheduling policies like First-Come-First-Served instead of
database consistency and/or quality of service (QoS). As a result of their study, they confirm that
declarative languages are a good fit for implementing scheduling policies and facilitate an easy
modification of such policies.
A lot of imperative approaches exist focusing on improving user scalability and performance
of DBMSs as well as adding support for sophisticated scheduling constraints such as QoS on
top of standard DBMSs: With an external queue management system, Schroeder et al. intend to
ensure QoS targets by scheduling requests which are enqueued in an external queue, using exter-
nal prioritization and adjusting the multiprogramming level of the underlying DBMS [Sch06b].
The purposes of the middleware Ganymed comprise load balancing, user scalability (without
sacrificing consistency) and performance improvement for read requests [PA04]. The workload
management system presented by Krompass et al. classifies queries according to their expected
execution time to be able to fulfill QoS as well as recognizing and automatic handling of prob-
lem queries for online transaction processing (OLTP) and business intelligence (BI) workloads
[KKDK07]. Clustered JDBC, a Java middleware framework for database clustering offering sin-
gle database views to client applications, provides high availability and performance scalability
[CMZ04]. The gatekeeper proxy from Elnikety et al. provides external admission control and
request scheduling to improve performance [ENTZ04]. Bhatti presents a system for supporting
server QoS using admission control and scheduling based on several scheduling policies to im-
prove performance and to support distinct service levels [BF99]. QShuffler is a query scheduler
that focuses on the problem of scheduling large batches of queries in BI settings (e.g., report
generation) to minimize the total completion time [AABM08]. Database vendors have devel-
oped tools to enable QoS and to improve performance of their DBMSs, e.g., IBM DB2 Query
Patroller [DB2].
Our work differs from these approaches. None of these approaches provides an easy exchange
of applied scheduling protocols or the definition of new application-specific protocols by using
a declarative protocol description language. Instead, these approaches use fixed, imperatively
implemented algorithms and are, thus, not flexible enough to react to changing requirements
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resp. business processes and cannot be adjusted to certain application-specific consistency re-
quirements. Oshiya models the state of a scheduler using relations. The scheduling state can be
represented differently by other data models supporting sets and providing a declarative query
language, e.g., XML and XQuery, but this is orthogonal to our approach.
2.8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we present the Oshiya scheduling model, our approach for declarative scheduling.
We demonstrate how to implement the SS2PL protocol declaratively and prove the correctness of
this implementation. The experimental evaluation demonstrates that the declarative approach can
compete with a highly optimized database scheduler for large numbers of concurrent requests.
In future work, we will continue with experimental evaluations of application-specific consis-
tency and multi-versioning protocols. The design and implementation of a declarative scheduler
specification language to allow more succinct definitions of scheduling protocols and more spe-
cialized protocols supporting (e.g., SLAs) is an interesting avenue for future work.
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CHAPTER 3
Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation
Abstract
Snapshot isolation (SI) is a popular concurrency control protocol, but it permits non-serializable
schedules that violate database integrity. The Serializable Snapshot Isolation (SSI) protocol
ensures (view) serializability by preventing pivot structures in SI schedules. In this work, we
leverage the SSI approach and develop the Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation (DSSI)
protocol, an SI protocol that guarantees serializable schedules. Our approach requires no analy-
sis of application programs or changes to the underlying DBMS. We present an implementation
and prove that it ensures serializability.
3.1 Introduction
Snapshot Isolation (SI) [BBG+95] is a popular multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) pro-
tocol, but it permits non-serializable schedules. Fekete et al. [FLO+05] showed that every non-
serializable SI schedule necessarily contains an access pattern with two consecutive vulnerable
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edges (see Section 3.2.2), and Cahill et al. [CRF09] presented the Serializable Snapshot Isolation
(SSI) protocol that ensures serializable schedules by preventing such structures.
We leverage the ideas of SSI, define pivot structures and propose the Declarative Serializable
Snapshot Isolation (DSSI ) protocol, a declarative technique that guarantees serializable sched-
ules by preventing pivot structures while maintaining the advantages of SI. We implement DSSI
using our declarative scheduling model called Oshiya introduced in Chapter 2. Oshiya models
the scheduler state (including the generated schedule) in so-called scheduling relations and for-
malizes a protocol as a protocol specification. A protocol specification is a set of constraints
specified as first-order predicate logic expressions that have to hold for all scheduling relation
states. In Oshiya, a protocol specification is implemented as declarative scheduling queries.
Request scheduling is performed by applying a generic scheduling algorithm that repeatedly ex-
ecutes the scheduling queries over the scheduling relations. The queries determine the pending
requests that can be added to the relation modeling the schedule without violating the protocol
specification. We show how to detect and prevent pivot structures using Oshiya and implement
the DSSI protocol specification as scheduling queries. Our implementation is concise and close
to the formal protocol specification which enables us to prove its correctness. The main contri-
butions are the following:
• We introduce DSSI, a protocol that ensures serializable SI executions, and formalize it as
an Oshiya protocol specification.
• Using Oshiya we develop an SQL implementation of DSSI.
• We prove that the implementation ensures serializable schedules.
The chapter structure is as follows: Section 3.2 describes SI and reviews the approach applied
by the SSI protocol to detect non-serializable schedules. Section 3.3 shows how we model data
snapshots and presents schemata for the scheduling relations. Section 3.4 formalizes the DSSI
protocol. Section 3.5 presents the DSSI scheduler implementation. Section 3.6 proves that our
implementation ensures serializable executions. We review related work in Section 3.7 and con-
clude in Section 3.8.
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3.2 Background: Snapshot Isolation and Serializability
We model a transaction ti as a sequence of read and write requests (denoted as ri(x) resp. wi(x)
where x stands for the accessed data item). Each transaction finishes with an abort (ai) or commit
(ci) request. The write-setWSi of ti contains all data items written by ti. A history (schedule) is a
sequence of interleaved executions of requests from a set of concurrent transactions. The requests
in a history are totally ordered. We write p <H q if request p is executed before request q. Let boti
denote the begin of ti (when ti executed its first request) and eoti its end (when ti aborted resp.
committed). The execution interval of a committed transaction ti is [boti, ci], the one of a non-
aborted, possibly committed transaction ti is [boti, li] (li is ti’s latest request). Two committed
transactions ti and tj overlapped if: Overlappedij ⇔ [boti, ci]∩ [botj, cj] 6= ∅. Two non-aborted
(maybe active) transactions ti and tj overlap if: Overlapij ⇔ [boti, li] ∩ [botj, lj] 6= ∅.
3.2.1 Snapshot Isolation
SI is a multiversion concurrency protocol that maintains multiple versions of data items (tuples).
Each write wi(x) creates a new version of item x that is visible to other transactions after ci.
Each read ri(x) accesses the latest version of x written by transactions that committed before
boti. Moreover, a transaction always sees the versions it created itself. Under SI, reads are
never delayed because of write requests of concurrent transactions and vice versa. SI avoids
inconsistent read anomalies because transactions never access partial results of other concurrent
transactions. SI requires disjoint write-sets of concurrent committed transactions which is, e.g.,
ensured by the First-Committer-Wins (FCW) rule. FCW specifies that a transaction is aborted
if a concurrent transaction with an overlapping write-set already committed. FCW also prevents
lost updates. A typical anomaly that leads to non-serializable SI histories is the Write Skew
[BBG+95], detailed in Example 5.
Example 5. Consider history Hws in Figure 3.1. Initially, data items x = 50 and y = 50 are
consistent and satisfy constraint C = x + y ≥ 0. Transaction t1 reads x and y. A concurrent
transaction t2 reads x and y, writes x (after subtracting 90) and commits (after checking C).
Finally, t1 writes y (after subtracting 90) and commits (after checking C). In the final state, C is
violated although t1 and t2 checked C explicitly before committing. This happens because C is
checked on the version of x and y that is visible to t1 and t2 and not on the final state resulting
from their interleaved execution.
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Figure 3.1: History Hws
3.2.2 Detecting Non-Serializable Histories
Serializability of SI histories can be checked using a multiversion serialization graph MV SG =
(N,E) [CRF09]. The MVSG of a history H is a graph that contains a node for each committed
transaction ti of H: ti ∈ N ⇔ ci ∈ H . It contains an edge from committed transaction ti to
committed transaction tj with i 6= j if (a) ti writes a version of x and tj writes a later version
of x, (b) ti writes a version of x and tj reads this or a later version of x, and (c) ti reads a
version of x and tj writes a later version of x. An edge of type (c) that occurs between two
overlapped transactions ti and tj is called a vulnerable edge [FLO+05]. A pivot structure exists
between three committed transactions ti, tj and tk (ti and tk are not necessarily distinct) if there
is a vulnerable edge between ti and tj and between tj and tk. Fekete et al. [FLO+05] showed
that every MVSG of a non-serializable SI history must contain a pivot structure. The existence
of a pivot structure is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the non-serializability of an SI
history. Thus, an SI history is serializable if its MVSG does not contain pivot structures.
Example 6. Figure 3.1 shows history Hws. Vulnerable edges are shown as dotted lines. The
MVSG for Hws in Figure 3.2 has a node for each committed transaction of Hws (t1 and t2) and
two edges e: (e1) from t1 to t2 due to r1(x) <H w2(x); (e2) from t2 to t1 due to r2(y) <H
w1(y). Hws is not serializable and, thus, the MVSG contains a pivot structure (two consecutive
vulnerable edges e1 and e2).
t1
t2
ee1 2
Figure 3.2: MVSG for History Hws
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3.2.3 Serializable Snapshot Isolation Protocol
The SSI protocol proposed by Cahill et al. [CRF09] ensures serializability by preventing pivot
structures. The main idea is to check SI histories at runtime for structures that can evolve into
pivot structures. We call such structures potential pivot structures. A potential pivot structure
is a pivot structure without the requirement that the three (not necessarily distinct) participating
transactions have committed. It evolves into a pivot structure once all participating transactions
have committed. The set of transactions in potential pivot structures is naturally a superset of
the transactions in pivot structures. For each detected potential pivot structure, one of the partic-
ipating transactions is aborted to prevent it from evolving into a pivot structure. This approach
guarantees that the resulting histories are serializable, but it may produce false positives, i.e.,
not every potential pivot structure finally results in a non-serializable history. Our implementa-
tion leverages this idea and aborts transactions that participate in potential pivot structures (see
Section 3.5).
3.3 Modeling Data Relation Snapshots and Defining the Os-
hiya Scheduling Relation Schemata for DSSI
In order to implement DSSI with Oshiya, we have to (1) specify the schema of the scheduling
relations that model the scheduler state (Section 3.3.2), (2) formalize the protocol specification
based on these relations (Section 3.4), and (3) implement the protocol specification as scheduling
queries (Section 3.5).
For Oshiya, we make the same assumptions and use the same notation as described in Section 2.3.
3.3.1 Modeling Snapshots with Data Relations
Before we specify the scheduling relations for DSSI, we adapt the schemata of the relations ad-
dressed by the requests that have to be scheduled. We refer to these relations as data relations.
We adapt the schemata of the data relations in order to support multiple versions (snapshots) of
data items. We model the snapshots explicitly by extending the schemata of data relations. This
allows us to achieve database independence and to run DSSI on DBMSs that do not support snap-
shots. We identify a version of data item x using a tuple (TA, Seq) where TA is the transaction
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that created the version and Seq is the position of the request within this transaction. Of course,
versions can be modeled differently but this is orthogonal to our approach and beyond the scope
of this work. Given a database schema with relations R1, . . . , Rn, we map each relation Ri to
a relation R′i which has four additional attributes. These attributes model the version identifier
for the creator transaction (CTA and CSeq) and, if applicable, for the transaction that deleted the
data item (DTA and DSeq). The primary key of R′i is the primary key of Ri union the attributes
CTA and CSeq.
Example 7. Assume a bank stores account data with account numbers and balances in relation
Accounts(AccNr, Bal). We map this relation to Accounts′ by extending its schema with the four
additional attributes mentioned above. The example instance shown in Figure 3.3 contains an
initial version of object x created by transaction t1 (CTA = 1, CSeq = 1) and two new versions
created by t2 (CTA = 2, CSeq = 2) and t3 (CTA = 3, CSeq = 1), whereas, relation Accounts
contains only one version of x (the latest version).
Accounts
AccNr Bal
x 15
Accounts′
AccNr Bal CTA CSeq DTA DSeq
x 5 1 1 - -
x 10 2 2 - -
x 15 3 1 - -
Figure 3.3: Modeling Snapshots with Data Relations
3.3.2 Oshiya Scheduling Relation Schemata
For DSSI, we use the schemata for scheduling relations R, H and E shown in Figure 3.4. For
simplicity, we present only attributes needed for scheduling and omit those necessary for request
execution (e.g., the value to be written for write requests).
For each incoming request, we insert a tuple into R storing an identifier Ti for the transaction
ti that issued the request (TA), the request position within this transaction (Seq), the type of
operation (read, write, abort or commit, modeled by attribute Op) and the data object the requests
R (TA, Seq, Op, Ob)
H (ID, TA, Seq, Op, Ob, OTA, OSeq)
E (ID, TA, Seq, Op, Ob, OTA, OSeq)
Figure 3.4: Oshiya Scheduling Relation Schemata
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is applied to (Ob). Transactions identifiers (TA) are ordered, i.e., if boti < botj then Ti < Tj . H
and E contain additional attributes: ID records the execution order of requests. Together with
attribute Ob, attributes OTA and OSeq specify which object version was read by a read request.
They correspond to the data relations attributes CTA and CSeq and are only relevant for read
requests. For write, abort, and commit requests these attributes are null.
Example 8. Assume the instances of relationsR andH displayed in Figure 3.5. H contains the
requests that produced the state of relation Accounts′ from Example 7: (1) and (2) Transaction
t1 created the initial version of object x and committed. (3) Transaction t2 read this version of
object x. (4) and (5) t2 and t3 wrote new versions of object x. (6) t2 committed. (7) t4 read
the new version created by t2. At this iteration, R contains no pending requests that have to be
scheduled.
R
TA Seq Op Ob
H
ID TA Seq Op Ob OTA OSeq
1 1 1 w x - -
2 1 2 c - - -
3 2 1 r x 1 1
4 2 2 w x - -
5 3 1 w x - -
6 2 3 c - - -
7 4 1 r x 2 2
Figure 3.5: Example Instances of RelationsR andH
3.4 DSSI Protocol Specification
We now develop the protocol specification for DSSI based on the scheduling relations presented
in Section 3.3. Recall from Chapter 2 that a protocol specification models a protocol as a set of
first-order predicate logic expressions over histories.
To formalize SI with Oshiya, we use views over relation H to get the relevant information de-
scribed in Section 3.2. For bot, we use view BOT (TA, ID) querying for each transaction (TA)
the ID of its first request in H. EOT (TA,Op, ID) selects for each finished transaction ti (TA)
the ID of its final request in H (corresponds to eoti) and whether ti aborted or committed (Op).
Overlap(TA1, TA2) contains all pairs of concurrently executed, non-aborted transactions, i.e.,
they do not have to be committed. PotPivotStr(TA1, TA2, TA3) selects all triples of transactions
forming potential pivot structures as described in Section 3.2.3.
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C1 (Read Versions) The SI protocol specifies [BBG+95, CRF09, WV02] that a read request
ri(x) of a transaction ti reads ti’s most recent changes to x. If no such changes exist, then ri(x)
reads the latest version of x created by transactions that committed before ti started. These
conditions are formalized as protocol specification constraint C1 (a) and (b) shown in Figure 3.6:
(a) The first case applies if a transaction T has written object O before reading a version (X, Y )
of O:
H(I, T,N, r,O,X, Y ) ∧H(I2, T,N2, w,O, _, _) ∧ I2 < I
It follows that T read a version it created itself (X = T ) and (X, Y ) is the latest version produced
by T before the read (no newer versions exist):
X = T ∧N2 = Y ∧ ¬(H(_, T,N2, w,O, _, _) ∧ Y < N2 < N)
(b) The second case applies if T has not written O before the read was executed:
¬(H(I2, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ I2 < I). It follows that (1) O was written by another transaction
X and X committed before T started. (2) (X, Y ) has to be the latest version written by X and
(3) there may not be another version written by a transaction T2 that committed after X but
before T started:
(1) X 6= T ∧ EOT (X, c, I3) ∧BOT (T, I4) ∧ I3 < I4
(2) ¬(H(_, X,N3, w,O, _, _) ∧N3 > Y )
(3) ¬(H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, I5) ∧ I4 < I5 < I3)
C2 (FCW) SI requires disjoint write-sets for all committed concurrent transactions. Protocol
specification constraint C2 (see Figure 3.6) models this condition as follows. If (1) two overlap-
ping transactions T and T2 (2) both wrote the same object O and (3) T did already commit, then
(4) T2 did not commit:
(1) Overlap(T, T2)
(2) H(_, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _)
(3) EOT (T, c, _)
(4) ¬EOT (T2, c, _)
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(C1) (a) ∀I,N,O, T,X, Y : H(I, T,N, r,O,X, Y ) ∧H(I2, T,N2, w,O, _, _) ∧ I2 < I ⇒
X = T ∧N2 = Y ∧ ¬(H(_, T,N3, w,O, _, _) ∧ Y < N3 < N)
(b) ∀I,N,O, T,X, Y : H(I, T,N, r,O,X, Y ) ∧ ¬(H(I2, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ I2 < I)⇒
X 6= T ∧ EOT (X, c, I3) ∧BOT (T, I4) ∧ I3 < I4 ∧ ¬(H(_, X,N3, w,O, _, _) ∧N3 > Y )∧
¬(H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, I5) ∧ I3 < I5 < I4)
(C2) ∀O, T, T2 : Overlap(T, T2) ∧H(_, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ EOT (T, c, _)
⇒ ¬EOT (T2, c, _)
(C3) ∀T, T2, T3 : PotPivotStr(T, T2, T3)⇒ ¬(EOT (T, c, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, _) ∧ EOT (T3, c, _))
Figure 3.6: DSSI Protocol Specification
C3 (Serializability) Recall that an SI history is serializable, if it does not contain pivot structures.
In constraint C3 (see Figure 3.6), we follow the approach outlined in Section 3.2.3: If (1) relation
H contains a potential pivot structure, then we require that (2) at least one of the participating
transactions did not commit:
(1) PotPivotStr(T, T2, T3)
(2) ¬(EOT (T, c, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, _) ∧ EOT (T3, c, _))
3.5 DSSI Implementation
Recall that with Oshiya, protocols are implemented as scheduling queries. We implemented all
scheduling queries for DSSI, but herein we only describe QSchedule. Our prototype implementa-
tion of Oshiya requires the scheduling queries to be expressed in SQL. However, for conciseness,
domain relational calculus expressions are used throughout this section. QSchedule is developed in
two steps. First we present queries necessary to detect potential pivot structures (Section 3.5.1).
Afterwards, we use these queries to implement QSchedule (Section 3.5.2). Recall that detecting
potential pivot structures and aborting one of the participating transactions ensure serializability.
However, this approach may detect false positives (see Section 3.2). Studying the trade-off be-
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tween the number of false positives and the cost of scheduling is an interesting avenue for future
work.
3.5.1 Detecting Potential Pivot Structures
We now discuss how to expressBOT ,EOT , Overlap andPotPivotStr introduced in Section 3.4
as queries over H. BOT and EOT are defined below. E.g., EOT queries for each finished
transaction T its abort resp. commit state (A) and its eot (I) which is equal to the ID of its abort
resp. commit request inH.
BOT = {T, I | H(I, T, _, _, _, _, _) ∧ ¬(H(I2, T, _, _, _, _, _) ∧ I2 < I)}
EOT = {T,A, I | H(I, T, _, A, _, _, _) ∧A = a|c}
Overlapping transactions are inferred as specified below. Two non-aborted transactions T1 and
T2 (Equation 3.1) overlap if bot1 <H bot2 (Equation 3.2) and bot2 <H c1 if T1 has already
committed (Equation 3.3) or the symmetric case (Equation 3.4) holds:
Overlap = {T1, T2 | T1 6= T2 ∧ ¬EOT (T1|T2, a, _) ∧ (3.1)
((BOT (T1, I) ∧BOT (T2, I2) ∧ I < I2 ∧ (3.2)
(EOT (T1, c, I3)⇒ I2 < I3)) ∨ (3.3)
(BOT (T2, I2) ∧BOT (T1, I) ∧ I2 < I ∧ (EOT (T2, c, I3) => I < I3)))} (3.4)
We use PotVulnEdge to query all potential vulnerable edges between concurrent, non-aborted
transactions T and T2 (potential, because T and T2 might not yet have committed). PotPivotStr
detects potential pivot structures by checking for transactions (T2) that have both an incoming
and outgoing PotVulnEdge:
PotVulnEdge = {T, T2 | H(_, T, _, r, O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧Overlap(T, T2)}
PotPivotStr = {T, T2, T3 | PotVulnEdge(T, T2) ∧ PotVulnEdge(T2, T3)}
Example 9. Consider the history stateH from Example 8 shown in Figure 3.7. For this instance
ofH, we show the results of the queries defined above (highlighted). For instance, PotVulnEdge
contains one potential vulnerable edge from transaction t2 to t3, because t2 and t3 overlap and t2
read object x and afterwards t3 wrote a later version of object x.
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H
ID TA Seq Op Ob OTA OSeq
1 1 1 w x - -
2 1 2 c - - -
3 2 1 r x 1 1
4 2 2 w x - -
5 3 1 w x - -
6 2 3 c - - -
7 4 1 r x 2 2
BOT
TA ID
1 1
2 3
3 5
4 7
EOT
TA Op ID
1 c 2
2 c 6
Overlap
TA1 TA2
2 3
3 2
3 4
4 3
PotVulnEdge
TAout TAin
2 3
PotPivotStr
TA1 TA2 TA3
Figure 3.7: RelationH Containing a Potential Vulnerable Edge
3.5.2 QSchedule
The DSSI version of QSchedule implementing the protocol specification constraints C1-C3 is
shown in Figure 3.8. According to the SI conditions, all write, abort, and read requests from
R may always be selected for execution. QSchedule selects all of these requests using queries
AbortWrites and Reads. Which commit requests can be selected without violating constraints
C2 and C3 is determined through query ValidCommits. In QSchedule, function GenID() generates
unique values for the ID attribute ofH (modeling the execution order of requests).
Read Requests (C1) The Reads query uses LVV (last valid version) to select for each read
request of transaction T on objectO the version (T2, N2) that has to be read. Recall that attributes
OTA and OSeq of relations E and H identify a version of an object O. Version (T2, N2) is
computed in two steps. LastOTA queries the transaction identifier (T2) of the transaction that
wrote the version of O that has to be read by T . Based on this information LVV determines
N2, the Seq value of the latest write request of T2 on object O. T2 is the maximal value from
the following union: (a) T2=T if T itself created versions of O and (b) transactions that wrote a
version of O and committed before T started.
(a)H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ T = T2
(b)H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, I2) ∧ (BOT (T, I)⇒ I2 < I)
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QSchedule = {GenID(), T,N,A,O, T2, N2 | R(T,N,A,O) ∧ (ValidCommits(T,N, T2, N2)
∨AbortsWrites(T,N, T2, N2) ∨ Reads(T,N, T2, N2))}
AbortsWrites = {T,N, ,  | R(T,N, a|w, _)}
Reads = {T,N, T2, N2 | R(T,N, r,O) ∧ LVV (T,O, T2, N2)}
LVV = {T,O, T2,MAX(N2) | LastOTA(T,O, T2) ∧H(_, T2, N2, w,O, _, _)}
LastOTA = {T,O,MAX(T2) | R(T, _, r, O) ∧ ((H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ T = T2)∨
(H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, I2) ∧ (BOT (T, I)⇒ I2 < I)))}
ValidCommits = {T,N, ,  | NonForbCs(T,N) ∧ ¬DelayedCs(T,N)}
DelayedCs = {T,N | NonForbCs(T,N) ∧NonForbCs(T2, _)∧
H(_, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _) ∧ T > T2}
NonForbCs = {T,N | R(T,N, c, _) ∧ ¬(ForbCs(T,N) ∨ ForbCinPPS (T,N))}
ForbCinPPS = {T,N | R(T,N, c, _) ∧ PotPivotStr(T2, T3, T4) ∧ (T = T2|T3|T4)∧
¬(R(T5, _, c, _, _) ∧ (T5 = T2|T3|T4) ∧ T < T5)}
ForbCs = {T,N | R(T,N, c, _) ∧H(_, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _)∧
Overlap(T, T2) ∧ EOT (T2, c, _)}
Figure 3.8: QSchedule for DSSI
Example 10. Consider H from Example 9. r2(x) read the initial version of object x (since
c1 <
H bot2) and r4(x) read the version written by t2 (since c2 <H bot4).
Commit Requests (C2 and C3) To guarantee that constraints C2 and C3 hold for each history
produced by QSchedule, we have to prevent commit requests to be executed if (1) the commit
would violate the FCW rule (C2) or (2) the commit would violate serializability (C3). There
are two possible ways how the execution of commit requests can violate the FCW rule: (1a) A
commit is from a transaction whose write-set overlaps with the one of a concurrent but already
committed transaction and (1b) if R contains commit requests from multiple transactions with
overlapping write-sets, then only one of these transaction may commit. Note that in the concrete
implementation, commits identified to violate C2 or C3 are selected by QRevoked and aborted.
We use a two stage approach to select valid commits: In step 1, query NonForbCs selects com-
mits from R and filters out commits of case 1a using query ForbCs and those of case 2 using
query ForbCinPPS. NonForbCs may still contain sets of commit requests from transactions with
overlapping write-sets (case 1b). We only allow the oldest transaction from each set to commit.
Therefore, in step 2, query ValidCommits selects all requests from NonForbCs and uses query
DelayedCs to keep only the commit request of the oldest transaction for each set of transactions
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with overlapping write-sets.
Step 1 Query ForbCs (case 1a) identifies commits of transactions T that (a) wrote an object also
written by an (b) overlapping committed transaction T2.
(a) H(_, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _)
(b) Overlap(T, T2) ∧ EOT (T2, c, _)
ForbCinPPS (case 2) selects a commit of transaction T fromR if (a) T belongs to potential pivot
structure p and (b) R does not contain a commit request of a younger transaction T5 (recall that
bot1 < bot2 ⇒ T1 < T2) also belonging to p. Thus, if R contains commits of more than one of
the transactions belonging to p, we disallow only the youngest one to commit (and abort it using
QRevoked).
(a) PotPivotStr(T2, T3, T4) ∧ (T = T2|T3|T4)
(b) ¬(R(T5, _, c, _, _) ∧ (T5 = T2|T3|T4) ∧ T < T5)
Example 11. Consider the instances of relations R and H illustrated in Figure 3.9 that model
historyHws from Figure 3.1. To keep the example simple, we do not show the actions of transac-
tion t0 that created the initial versions of objects x and y. Requests c1 and c2 belong to the same
potential pivot structure p. Their execution can lead to a write skew violating C3. As shown
in Figure 3.9, QSchedule selects c1 (smallest TA value). c2 (commit of youngest transaction) is
selected by ForbCinPPS and aborted to break p.
Step 2 DelayedCs detects case 1b by selecting all transactions T from NonForbCs where (a)
NonForbCs contains another transaction T2 which (b) wrote an objectO that has also been written
by T and (c) which is older than T .
(a) NonForbCs(T2, _)
(b) H(_, T, _, w,O, _, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _, _)
(c) T > T2
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ID TA Seq Op Ob OTA OSeq
1 1 1 r x 0 1
2 1 2 r y 0 2
3 2 1 r x 0 1
4 2 2 r y 0 2
5 1 3 w x - -
6 2 3 w y - -
Overlap
TA1 TA2
1 2
2 1
PotVulnEdge
TAout TAin
2 1
1 2
PotPivotStr
TA1 TA2 TA3
1 2 1
2 1 2
Figure 3.9: Evaluation of QSchedule for RelationHModeling History Hws
Example 12. Consider the instances of R and H displayed in Figure 3.10. QSchedule selects all
read (r6(x)) and write (w7(y)) requests. c3 belongs to ForbCs because transaction t3 wrote the
same object as the concurrent but already committed transaction t2 and is, thus, not allowed to
commit. c4 and c5 belong to NonForbCs, but t4 and t5 both wrote the same object x. Valid-
Commits selects only c4 (oldest transaction from the set {t4, t5} of transactions with overlapping
write-set). c5 is filtered out by DelayedCs.
R
TA Seq Op Ob
3 2 c -
4 3 c -
5 2 c -
6 1 r x
7 1 w y
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ID TA Seq Op Ob OTA OSeq
1 1 1 w x - -
2 1 2 c - - -
3 2 1 r x 1 1
4 2 2 w x - -
5 3 1 w x - -
6 2 3 c - - -
7 4 1 r x 2 2
8 4 2 w x - -
9 5 1 w x - -
Figure 3.10: Example Evaluation of QSchedule
3.6 Correctness Analysis
We now prove that QSchedule satisfies serializability constraint C3, denoted as QSchedule |= C3.
Recall that an SI history is serializable if it does not contain a pivot structure. Thus, we can
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show this fact by proving that H cannot contain a potential pivot structure between committed
transactions (equivalent after Section 3.2.3).
Theorem 3 (QSchedule Prevents Pivot Structures). QSchedule |= C3
Proof. We prove Theorem 3 by contradiction. Assume the negation of C3 holds:
¬(∀T, T2, T3 : PotPivotStr(T, T2, T3)⇒ ¬(EOT (T, c, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, _) ∧ EOT (T3, c, _)))
⇔ ∃T, T2, T3 : PotPivotStr(T, T2, T3) ∧ EOT (T, c, _) ∧ EOT (T2, c, _) ∧ EOT (T3, c, _)
Let k be the first scheduler iteration where this equation holds for a fixed T1, T2, T3 and T4.
⇔ ∃T, T2, T3, k : PotPivotStrk(T, T2, T3) ∧ EOTk(T, c, _) ∧ EOTk(T2, c, _) ∧ EOTk(T3, c, _)
Without loss of generality, let T3, the transaction at the third position of the potential pivot
structure (PotP ivotStr(T, T2, T3)), be the youngest transaction of the participating transactions.
This assumption does not result in a loss of generality, because the position of T3 is irrelevant for
the rest of the proof. There must exist a scheduler iteration i < k where T3 has not yet committed
but already belongs to PotPivotStr.
⇒ ∃i : PotPivotStri(T, T2, T3) ∧ T3 > T ∧ T3 > T2 ∧ ¬EOTi(T3, c, _)
It follows that the commit request c3 of T3 occurs in relation R at some scheduler iteration j
(i < j < k). To be executed, c3 has to belong to the set of non-forbidden commits (NonForbCs).
We can assume PotPivotStri(T, T2, T3)⇒ PotPivotStrj (T, T2, T3).
⇒ ∃j : PotPivotStrj (T, T2, T3) ∧ T3 > T ∧ T3 > T2 ∧ ¬EOTj(T3, c, _) ∧NonForbCsj (T3 , _)
We now replace NonForbCs by its definition and, afterwards, remove terms that are not needed
to derive the contradiction:
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⇔ ∃j : PotPivotStrj (T, T2, T3) ∧ T3 > T ∧ T3 > T2 ∧ ¬EOTj(T3, c, _) ∧
Rj(T3, _, c, _) ∧ ¬ForbCsj (T3, _) ∧ ¬ForbCinPPSj (T3, _)
⇒ ∃j : PotPivotStrj (T, T2, T3) ∧ T3 > T ∧ T3 > T2 ∧Rj(T3, _, c, _) ∧ ¬ForbCinPPSj (T3, _)
Since c3 in R is the commit request of the youngest transaction participating in p, R cannot
contain a commit request of a transaction that is both younger than T3 and also belongs to p:
⇔ ∃j : Rj(T3, _, c, _) ∧ PotPivotStrj (T, T2, T3) ∧ ¬(Rj(T4, _, c, _) ∧ T4 = T |T2 ∧ T4 < T3) ∧
¬ForbCinPPSj (T3, _)
From the first line of the equation shown above, we can follow ForbCinPPSj (T3, _) which leads
to the contradiction and, thus, proves Theorem 3:
⇒ ∃j : ForbCinPPSj (T3, _) ∧ ¬ForbCinPPSj (T3, _)⇒  
3.7 Related Work
The ACTA framework allows to formalize properties of transaction models using first-order for-
mulas over schedules [CR90]. Its conciseness and clarity inspired us to implement schedulers
based on declarative protocol specifications. The basic ideas of Oshiya have been presented
in [Til10], but this work focused on single-version protocols (2PL) and did not consider cor-
rectness. Recent research projects leverage the advantages of declarative languages in various
areas [ACC+10, BMK08, CPT+07, KGR+10, WDK+07, YSRG06]. The Boom approach uses
Overlog to build distributed systems [ACC+10], e.g., a scheduler for MapReduce tasks with
policies like First-Come-First-Served. In contrast to our approach, Boom does not focus on
database requests or consistency.
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Application analysis techniques have been presented in [Fek99, FLO+05] to determine if appli-
cations generate serializable executions when running on a system that applies SI. The key idea is
that database administrators analyze transaction programs, produce static dependency graphs and
manually check for dangerous access patterns leading to non-serializability. Some approaches
modify transaction programs to ensure serializable SI schedules: Fekete [FLO+05] proposed the
techniques Materialize and Promotion to achieve serializability. Jorwekar et al. [JFRS07] tried
to automate the check whether non-serializable SI executions can occur. However, this approach
still requires manual confirmation and modification. Fekete [Fek05] executes certain transac-
tions of pivot structures under S2PL, others run under SI. This approach requires the underlying
platform to support both S2PL and SI. Alomari et al. [AFR09] set exclusive locks in an External
Lock Manager (ELM) to ensure serializability with SI. In contrast to DSSI, these approaches do
not work for ad-hoc transactions and require static analysis or manual program modifications.
Another line of work focused on modifying the SI algorithm of the underlying system to ensure
serializability. The closest approach to DSSI is the SSI protocol [CRF09] described in Sec-
tion 3.2.3. This approach modifies the database lock manager with an additional type of locks
that are used to detect potential pivot structures. DSSI infers all necessary information to detect
and prevent these structures from relationH. Our implementation works with DBMSs out of the
box. The underlying DBMS does not even need to provide SI since we model data versions in a
standard relational schema (see Section 3.3). Using Oshiya, the implementation of DSSI is close
to its formal specification, which enabled us to prove its correctness.
3.8 Conclusions and Future Work
We develop Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation (DSSI) using our declarative scheduling
model Oshiya. DSSI ensures serializable schedules by avoiding pivot structures and provides
database independence. We formally define DSSI as an Oshiya protocol specification, present a
scheduler implementation, and prove that the implementation ensures serializability.
In future work, we will experimentally evaluate the performance of DSSI. DSSI ensures serial-
izable schedules by aborting transactions participating in potential pivot structures that can lead
to non-serializability, albeit, at the cost of false positives. Investigating the trade-offs involved in
reducing the amount of false positives is an interesting avenue for future work.
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CHAPTER 4
Resource Acquisition Protocol
Abstract
Booking, reservation, and web shop systems are popular applications where multiple users com-
pete for resources of limited quantity (e.g., flights seats, rooms, or items in stock). This chapter
studies the problem of acquisition process scheduling, i.e., scheduling concurrent transactions
that try to acquire resources. We introduce the resource acquisition protocol (RAP), a schedul-
ing protocol that is tailored for acquisition processes. RAP is a deadlock-free protocol that
combines the advantages of the snapshot isolation (SI) and two-phase locking protocol (SS2PL),
and leverages application semantics to provide low abort rates and low blocking. We define the
acquisition graph, a data structure that captures properties of acquisition process schedules and
use it to compare the deadlock, abort, and blocking properties of RAP, SS2PL, and SI. Our ex-
periments confirm the analytical results and show that RAP performs better than SS2PL and SI
in terms of the number of aborts and blocked transactions.
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4.1 Introduction
Scheduling concurrent access to limited resources is a key problem in, e.g., flight and hotel
booking, web shops, and ticket reservation systems. A typical usage pattern for these systems is
to first browse the available resources, then make a decision on what and how many resources
to acquire, and finally acquire the resources. This type of access pattern, which we refer to as
an acquisition process, leads to a high number of aborts and blocked transactions if the client
requests are scheduled using traditional lock-based or multi-versioning protocols. In this work,
we introduce a new scheduling protocol (RAP) that addresses these shortcomings and analyze
its properties.
S
ID Quant Title Descr Prc
s1 u 15 Pericles Shakespeare, 1607 20
s2 v 99 Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare, 1595 30
s3 w 67 Othello Shakespeare, 1604 15
s4 x 70 Hamlet Shakespeare, 1601 30
s5 y 16 Macbeth Shakespeare, 1608 25
s6 z 34 Timon of Athens Shakespeare, 1606 20
Table 4.1: Sample Web Shop Database
Example 13. Consider a web shop database storing books in relation S (Table 4.1) where ID is
a unique item identifier, Quant is the available quantity, and Prc is the price. For instance, tuple
s1 records item u, a book with title Pericles from Shakespeare with an available quantity of 15.
Users Alice, Bob, and Tim browse the web shop searching for books each checking descriptions,
prices, and available quantities of several books. Such a process takes several minutes. Alice
browses books x, u, w, and y, and orders two copies of books x and y. Bob browses books u and
y, and orders two copies of book y. Tim browses books v and x but does not order any of these
books. Transactions modeling the behaviour of these users are shown below. Here r(x) checks
the availability of a resource (a read request) and w(x) acquires a resource (a write request).
Tim: r(v) r(x)
Bob: r(u) r(y) w(y)
Alice: r(x) r(u) r(w) r(y) w(x) w(y)
Applying generic scheduling protocols to such a scenario is problematic since generic protocols
are oblivious to the semantics of the requests, which leads to unnecessary blocking and aborts.
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For instance, in an SS2PL schedule, the concurrent execution of Alice and Bob can lead to a
deadlock and only one can proceed. This is the case if Alice and Bob both acquired shared locks
on y and then requested exclusive locks on y in order to write y. Note that the blocking is not
necessary since there are enough copies of the book available to apply the requests of Alice and
Bob in any order without violating consistency.
This work addresses the scheduling of acquisition processes P = {p1, . . . , pn}. Each acquisi-
tion process consists of a long resource browsing phase in which resource availability checks are
performed on a set of resources D = {d1, . . . , dn}, followed by an optional shorter resource ac-
quisition phase in which the selected resources are acquired. We formalize acquisition processes
and present the resource acquisition protocol (RAP) for scheduling such processes. RAP lever-
ages the advantages of SS2PL and SI, and provides low blocking and low abort rates. Similar
to SI browsing customers do not block other customers and are not blocked by other customers.
Since browsing transactions do not apply any locks, long browsing phases or inactivity periods
of customers during browsing do not affect concurrency. RAP runs updating transactions un-
der strong consistency to ensure consistent resource data. It prevents deadlocks by using solely
exclusive locks and by pre-ordering the resources that are acquired. We introduce the acquisi-
tion graph to analyze schedules of acquisition processes produced by single- and multiversion
protocols. The main contributions of this work are:
• We formalize acquisition processes and introduce RAP, a deadlock-free lock-based proto-
col that leverages the semantics of acquisition processes to provide low aborts rates and
ensure low blocking.
• We introduce the acquisition graph, a data structure that allows the analysis and compari-
son of single- and multiversion protocols for the scheduling of acquisition processes.
• We analyze the deadlock, abort and blocking properties of RAP and compare them to
SS2PL and SI. We prove that RAP is deadlock-free; we show that RAP yields fewer his-
tories that are aborted due to insufficient resource availabilities than SI; and we show that
RAP results in less blocking than SS2PL.
• Our experiments confirm that RAP performs better than SS2PL and SI with respect to
aborts and blocking for various workloads. For the experiments we implemented RAP,
SS2PL, and SI using a declarative scheduling model.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 formalizes acquisition processes. Section 4.3
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introduces the RAP protocol. In Section 4.4 we present the acquisition graph that we use in
Section 4.5 to analyze the deadlock, abort and blocking properties of RAP, SS2PL, and SI.
Section 4.6 describes the implementation of RAP. Section 4.7 reports experimental results. We
discuss related work in Section 4.8 and conclude in Section 4.9.
4.2 Acquisition Process
4.2.1 Preliminaries
A relation schema is denoted asR = (A1, . . . , Am) whereA1, . . . , Am are attributes with domain
Ωi. A tuple r over schema R is a list containing for every Ai a value vi ∈ Ωi. A relation R over
schema R is a finite set of tuples over R. A transaction ti is a sequence of read ri(d) and
write wi(d) requests, with d being the accessed data object and i being the transaction identifier,
followed by an abort ai or commit ci request. op(s) denotes the set of requests contained in a
sequence s of requests. The write-set WS(ti) of a transaction ti is the set of all data items written
by ti: WS(ti) = {d | wi(d) ∈ op(ti)}. The read-set RS(ti) of a transaction ti is defined as:
RS(ti) = {d | ri(d) ∈ op(ti)}. We write t˜i for a read-only and t˙i for an updating transaction.
The same notation is applied for requests, e.g., c˜i denotes a commit of read-only transaction t˜i.
A history h for a set of transactions T = {t1, . . . tn} is a sequence of requests which respects
the order of requests of each transaction ti. A schedule (or prefix) s for a history h is a sub-
sequence of h starting at the beginning. Pref(h) denotes the set of all schedules of h. For
instance, s1 = r1(x) and s2 = r1(x)r2(x)w2(x) are two possible schedules of history h =
r1(x)r2(x)w2(x)c2w1(x)c2. We write p <s q if request p is scheduled before request q according
to schedule s. begin(ti) denotes the start time of transaction ti and end(ti) the time when ti com-
mits or aborts. The execution interval of ti is [begin(ti), end(ti)]. Two transactions ti and tj are
executed concurrently, denoted as Conc(ti, tj) iff [begin(ti), end(ti)]∩ [begin(tj), end(tj)] 6= ∅.
SS2PL: The SS2PL scheduling protocol ensures serializability by using shared read and exclu-
sive write locks. All locks held by a transaction ti are held until ti terminates [WV02]. For
lock-based protocols, the block list for a schedule s contains outstanding requests that are cur-
rently blocked because they try to access locked objects, i.e., appending a request from the block
list to the schedule s would violate the constraints of the protocol. For instance, assume two
transactions t1 = r1(x)w1(x)c1 and t2 = r2(x)r2(y)c2 being scheduled using SS2PL. The block
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list for schedule s = r1(x)r2(x) is {w1(x)}, because t2 holds a shared-lock on x and, thus, w1(x)
cannot be added to s under SS2PL.
SI: Snapshot Isolation is a multiversion concurrency protocol that maintains multiple versions of
data items (tuples) [BBG+95]. Each write wi(x) creates a new version of item x that is visible
to other transactions after ci. SI ensures that the write set of each pair of concurrent transactions
is disjoint. This is ensured by the First-Committer-Wins (FCW) strategy. FCW specifies that a
transaction ti is aborted if at least one item written by ti has also been written by a concurrent
and committed transaction tj .
4.2.2 Acquisition Processes
Assume a set of resources D = {d1, . . . , dm} where each resource has a unique identifier dk
and an available quantity Q[dk]. An acquisition process pi is a triple (t˜i, t˙i, ASi) consisting of
a browsing transaction t˜i, an acquisition transaction t˙i, and an acquisition set ASi. Browsing
transaction t˜i models the long resource browsing phase during which resource availability checks
are performed, e.g., browsing items in a web shop. t˜i is a read-only transaction that models avail-
ability checks as requests r˜i(d). During browsing a subset of the browsed resources is selected
for acquisition and added to acquisition set ASi, e.g., a shopping cart: ASi ⊆ RS(t˜i). Acquisi-
tion transaction t˙i models the shorter resource acquisition phase during which the resources of
the acquisition set are acquired. t˙i is only executed if ASi 6= ∅, e.g., customers can only submit
an order if at least one item is in the shopping cart. Resource acquisition requests are modeled
as r˙i(d) and w˙i(d) requests. An acquisition transaction t˙i does not perform blind writes and
RS(t˙i) = WS(t˙i) = ASi holds. Q[d, t˙i] denotes that t˙i plans to acquire resource d with quantity
Q[d, t˙i]. Q[r˙i(d)] resp. Q[w˙i(d)] specifies the quantity of d read by request r˙i(d) resp. written
by w˙i(d). We require that the value Q[w˙i(d)] written by a write request w˙i(d) only depends
on value Q[r˙i(d)] read by r˙i(d). t˙i aborts if resources are not available in sufficient quantity:
∃d ∈ WS(t˙i) : Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i].
A history for a set of acquisition processes P = {p1, . . . , pn} is a history for the transactions in
P with the property that for each process pi ∈ P all requests of the browsing transaction of pi
are executed before any request of the acquisition transaction of pi.
Example 14. The web shop scenario can be modeled as three acquisition processes for Alice
p1 = (t˜1, t˙1, {x, y}), Bob p2 = (t˜2, t˙2, {y}), and Tim p3 = (t˜3, t˙3, ∅) accessing a set of resources
D = {u, v, w, x, y, z}:
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p1 : t˜1 = r˜1(x) r˜1(u) r˜1(w) r˜1(y) c˜1
t˙1 = r˙1(x) w˙1(x) r˙1(y) w˙1(y) c˙1
p2 : t˜2 = r˜2(u) r˜2(y) c˜2
t˙2 = r˙2(y) w˙2(y) c˙2
p3 : t˜3 = r˜3(v) r˜3(x) c˜3
Let s be a sequence of requests and T (s) be the set of all transactions participating in s. Aborted,
browsing, and acquisition transactions in s are defined as:
A(s) = {ti | ti ∈ T (s) ∧ ai ∈ op(s)}
T˜ (s) = {ti | ti ∈ T (s) ∧WS(ti) = ∅}
T˙ (s) = {ti | ti ∈ T (s) ∧WS(ti) 6= ∅}
Consider the processes p2 = (t˜2, t˙2, {y}) and p3 = (t˜3, t˙3, ∅), and schedule s shown below. The
following holds: A(s) = ∅, T (s) = {t˜2, t˙2, t˜3, t˙3}, T˜ (s) = {t˜2, t˜3}, and T˙ (s) = {t˙2, t˙3}.
s = r˜2(u)r˜2(y)r˜3(v)c˜2r˙2(y)r˜3(x)
4.3 RAP
This section introduces the resource acquisition protocol (RAP), a protocol for scheduling acqui-
sition processes as defined in Section 4.2. RAP is a lock-based protocol that limits blocking by
allowing browsing transactions to perform dirty reads. In contrast to SS2PL and SI, which have
to abort transactions due to protocol constraints, no such aborts occur in RAP schedules. Under
SS2PL, deadlocks have to be resolved by aborting transactions. SI aborts a transaction if it wrote
at least one resource that has been written by a concurrently executed transaction that already
committed.
Definition 7. (RAP) LetD = {d1, . . . , dn} be a set of resources, Ξ be a total order overD, and let
d <Ξ d
′ denote that d is smaller than d′ according to order Ξ. A history h for a set of acquisition
processes P = {p1, . . . , pn} is a RAP history if the following conditions hold:
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(1) ∀t˙i, t˙j ∈ T (h), d ∈ D : Conc(t˙i, t˙j) ∧ r˙i(d)
⇒ ¬(r˙i(d) <h r˙j(d) <h c˙i) ∧ ¬(r˙i(d) <h r˙j(d) <h a˙i)∧
¬(r˙i(d) <h w˙j(d) <h c˙i) ∧ ¬(r˙i(d) <h w˙j(d) <h a˙i)
(2) ∀t˙i ∈ T (h), d, d′ ∈ D : r˙i(d) <h r˙i(d′)⇒ d <Ξ d′
Condition 1 The first condition guarantees that an acquisition transaction t˙j may not access a
resource d that has already been accessed by a concurrent acquisition transaction t˙i until t˙i is
finished. Disallowing concurrent acquisition transactions on the same resource guarantees that
the following anomalies cannot occur: (a) negative resource availability values, i.e., customers
ordered more resources than available, (b) resource quantities that do not match the actual avail-
able quantities. RAP realizes the first condition using exclusive locks. Acquisition transactions
lock each resource exclusively before reading it. The exclusive locks of a transaction t˙i are held
until t˙i terminates.
Similar to SI, browsing reads are never blocked by other requests and do not block other re-
quests in RAP schedules. A browsing transaction t˜i is allowed to read uncommitted changes
of a resource d made by a concurrent acquisition transaction. Hence, long browsing phases or
inactivity periods of customers do not affect concurrency. Note that consistency is not affected
by the dirty reads, because an acquisition transaction is required to re-check the availability of
a resource (read request) before acquiring it. It is possible that an acquisition transaction aborts
due to insufficient resource availability, although, during browsing the resource was available in
sufficient quantity. This is a consequence of the given setting where acquisition processes are
modeled as browsing transactions and acquisition transactions and not an RAP specific problem.
In Section 4.5.2 we show that under RAP such aborts occur in less schedules than with SI. This
is because browsing transactions always see up-to-date values instead of outdated snapshots.
Scheduled
R
eq
ue
st
ed r˜i(d) r˙i(d) w˙i(d)
r˜j(d) + + +
r˙j(d) + - -
w˙j(d) + - -
Table 4.2: Compatibility of Requests for RAP
Table 4.2 shows the compatibility of request types under RAP. Given an executed request of
a non-finished transaction ti, Table 4.2 shows which types of pending requests of a concurrent
transitions tj are permitted (+) or blocked (-). For instance, if an acquisition transaction t˙i has
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Figure 4.1: Example RAP History for the Web Shop Scenario
executed a read on a resource d then no concurrent acquisition transaction t˙j is allowed to execute
any request on d.
Condition 2 The second condition requires that the order of the resources that are acquired by
an acquisition transaction complies with a total order Ξ over the set of resources D. This is
feasible since the acquisition set ASi, i.e., the resources selected for acquisition during browsing
transaction t˜i, is known by the application before t˙i is executed. Hence, the application can
simply order the acquisitions inside t˙i according to order Ξ beforehand. The total order over the
acquisition requests [HD91] applied by RAP in combination with using a single type of exclusive
lock is sufficient to guarantee deadlock-free schedules as we will show in Section 4.5.1.
Example 15. Consider the RAP history of the processes of Alice (p1 = (t˜1, t˙1, {x, y})), Bob
(p2 = (t˜2, t˙2, {y})), and Tim (p3 = (t˜3, t˙3, ∅)) given in Figure 4.1. The acquisition transactions
of Alice and Bob are executed concurrently. Since Bob’s read r˙2(y) exclusively locks y, the
acquisition read r˙1(y) of Alice on y is blocked until Bob finishes his acquisition. Note that SS2PL
and SI would abort the acquisition of either Alice or Bob, SS2PL because of a deadlock between
both transactions and SI because of their overlapping write-set. Tim is allowed to perform the
read on the exclusively locked resource x, because RAP never blocks browsing reads.
4.4 Acquisition Graph
In this section, we introduce the acquisition graph, a tool that enables us to analyze single- and
multiversion protocols when scheduling acquisition processes according to their blocking and
abort behaviour. We use the acquisition graph in Section 4.5 to compare RAP with SS2PL and
SI. The acquisition graph for a schedule s is a directed graph. Nodes represent non-aborted
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transactions. An edge from transaction ti to tj indicates their concurrent execution, and edge
labels denote dependencies between concurrent transactions.
Definition 8. (Acquisition Graph) Let D = {d1, . . . , dn} be a set of resources, s be a schedule
and b be the block list of s. The acquisition graph AG(s) = (V,E, L) of s is defined as:
V = {ti | ti ∈ (T (s)−A(s))}
E = {(ti, tj) | ti, tj ∈ V ∧ Conc(ti, tj)}
L is a function L : E → Pow(L) that annotates each edge in E with a set of labels from a
domain L: L =
⋃
d∈D{r˜w˙(d), w˙r˜(d), r˙r˙(d), ah(d), ch(d)}. For a given edge e = (ti, tj) the
value L(e) is defined as:
r˜w˙(d) ∈ L(e)⇔ ti ∈ T˜ (s) ∧ tj ∈ T˙ (s) ∧ r˜i(d) <s w˙j(d),
w˙r˜(d) ∈ L(e)⇔ ti ∈ T˙ (s) ∧ tj ∈ T˜ (s) ∧ w˙i(d) <s r˜j(d),
r˙r˙(d) ∈ L(e)⇔ ti, tj ∈ T˙ (s) ∧ r˙i(d) ∈ (op(s) ∪ op(b))∧
r˙j(d) ∈ (op(s) ∪ op(b)),
ah(d) ∈ L(e)⇔ tj ∈ T˙ (s) ∧ w˙j(d) ∈ op(s)∧
(r˙i(d) ∈ op(b) ∨ r˜i(d) ∈ op(b) ∨ w˙i(d) ∈ op(b)),
ch(d) ∈ L(e)⇔ r˙i(d) ∈ op(s) ∧
(r˜j(d) ∈ op(s) ∨ r˙j(d) ∈ op(s)) ∧
w˙i(d) ∈ op(b).
The edge-labels of an acquisition graph denote dependencies between transactions that enable us
to reason about properties of acquisition process schedules. The interpretations of these labels
is as follows: If two transactions t˜i and t˙j participating in schedule s are executed concurrently
and t˜i read a resource d before t˙j wrote d, then AG(s) contains an edge (t˜i, t˙j) with label r˜w˙(d)
denoting this r˜w˙-dependency (analog for w˙r˜(d)). Edge (t˜i, t˙j) is labeled r˙r˙(d) if transactions
t˜i and t˙j both read or intend to read resource d. Label r˙r˙ is the only label that always occurs
symmetrically. All other labels are unidirectional. The ah- and ch-dependencies denote that
a transaction is waiting for another transaction. If transaction ti attempts to acquire a lock on
resource d but transaction tj already holds an exclusive lock on d and, thus, ti waits for tj , then
we say transaction ti is in state lock acquisition wait. This corresponds to an edge (ti, tj) that is
labeled with ah(d). If transactions ti and tj hold shared locks on d and ti attempts to convert its
shared lock to an exclusive lock and, thus, waits for tj , then we say transaction ti is in state lock
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conversion wait. This corresponds to an edge (ti, tj) with label ch(d).
Example 16. Assume Bob browses y while Alice acquires y. Figure 4.2 shows a possible SS2PL
schedule s for their acquisition processes p1 = (t˜1, t˙1, {y}) with t˜1 = r˜1(y)c˜1, t˙1 = r˙1(y)w˙1(y)c˙1
and p2 = (t˜2, t˙2, {y}) with t˜2 = r˜2(y)c˜2, t˙2 = r˙2(y)w˙2(y)c˙2. The requests in the block list of
s (w˙1(y) and w˙2(y)) are marked by angle brackets. Dashed lines indicate lock waits. Dotted
lines denote dependencies that are recorded as edge-labels in the acquisition graph. AG(s) (Fig-
ure 4.2) contains a node for every non-aborted transaction in s: t˜1, t˜2, t˙1 and t˙2. Transactions t˙1
and t˜2 as well as t˙1 and t˙2 have been executed concurrently, thus, edges are drawn between these
pairs of transactions. Edges (t˙1, t˙2) and (t˙2, t˙1) are labeled with r˙r˙(y) since t˙1 and t˙2 both read
y. Edge (t˙1, t˙2) is labeled with ch(y) because t˙1 attempts to convert its shared lock on y into an
exclusive lock but is blocked by t˙2 which also holds a shared lock on y (analog for edge (t˙2, t˙1)).
Given an edge e labeled with a set L(e) = {l1, . . . , ln}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n of labels li = gi(mi) with
gi being the label type and mi being a resource. The label reduce operator α eliminates the
resource of each label li such that α(L(e)) = {g1, . . . , gn}. A path p is a set of directed edges
p = {e1, . . . , en} with ei ∈ E and for each ei = (tj, tk) and ei+1 = (tl, tm) holds that tk = tl. A
path p is called a cycle if e1 = (ti, tj) and en = (tk, tl) with ti = tl. The intersection set L(p) of
edge labels of a path p is defined as L(p) = ⋂e∈p L(e). The intersection set L¯(p) of edge labels
of a path p that ignores the resource attached to an edge label is defined as L¯(p) = ⋂e∈p α(L(e)).
Example 17. Consider the path p = {e1, e2} with e1 = (t1, t2), e2 = (t2, t3), L(e1) = {ah(x)},
and L(e2) = {ah(y)}. Then L(p) = ∅ and L¯(p) = {ah}.
4.5 Analysis of RAP
In this section, we leverage the acquisition graph introduced in the previous section to analyze
the deadlock, abort, and blocking properties of RAP, SS2PL, and SI. Furthermore, we prove that
RAP is deadlock-free. We establish conditions when RAP, SS2PL and SI produce aborts due
to insufficient resource availability and prove that with RAP less histories lead to such aborts
than with SI. We show that, in contrast to SS2PL, RAP completely avoids blocking between a
browsing transaction and a browsing or acquisition transaction. However, RAP applies more
rigorous blocking for acquisition transactions which is necessary to prevent deadlocks based on
lock conversion. Our experimental evaluation (Section 4.7) demonstrates that the negative effect
on performance caused by rigorous blocking of acquisition transactions is insignificant.
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Figure 4.2: SS2PL Example History and Corresponding Acquisition Graph
4.5.1 Deadlocks
An aborted acquisition process is an unwanted situation. Users spent a long time for browsing re-
sources, e.g., searching for books, reading sample pages. Not being able to acquire the resources
that have been selected during browsing is a frustrating experience. As commonly known, dead-
locks can occur under SS2PL (cf. Example 16) and have to be resolved by aborting participating
transactions. A transaction is aborted by SI if its write-set overlaps with a concurrently executed
transaction that already committed. We refer to this types of aborts as protocol aborts, because
they are caused by constraints of the protocol. Although, RAP is a lock-based protocol, it does
not generate schedules with deadlocks, in other words, RAP is deadlock-free. This is because (1)
RAP uses solely exclusive locks and, thus, no lock conversion waits can occur. (2) RAP lever-
ages the fact that the acquisition set for an acquisition transaction is known beforehand. This
means we can pre-order the resource acquisitions according to a global order Ξ to avoid lock
acquisition wait cycles (see Def. 7) that lead to deadlocks.
Theorem 4. Let HRAP be the set of histories valid under RAP and DL(s) denote that schedule s
contains a deadlock. The following holds:
∀h ∈ HRAP : ∀s ∈ Pref(h) : ¬DL(s)
Proof. Deadlocks due to lock conversion waits (cf. Example 16) cannot occur since RAP only
uses one type of locks. It remains to show that lock acquisition waits cannot lead to deadlocks
under RAP. A deadlock caused by lock acquisition waits would occur in a RAP schedule s if
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AG(s) contains a cycle c with ah ∈ L¯(c), i.e., a cycle where each transaction in the cycle
attempts to acquire a lock that is currently held by another transaction in the cycle (ah-cycle).
We prove the theorem by contradiction. Assume that the acquisition graph AG(s) for an RAP
schedule s contains an ah-cycle. We will show that such a schedule violates Condition 2 of the
RAP protocol. Let s be such a schedule and {d1, . . . , dn} denote the resources the transactions in
the ah-cycle are waiting for. Since the cycle is of finite length and only one transaction can hold
a lock on an item at a time (∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : di = dj ⇒ i = j), we know that one resource di
in this set is greater than all other resources in the set according to the order Ξ: ∀j 6= i : dj <Ξ di.
Let t˙i be the transaction that is waiting to acquire a lock on di and t˙j be the transaction that is
currently holding the lock on di. Since t˙j is part of the cycle it is currently waiting to acquire
a lock on a resource dj . Thus, t˙j has accessed di before attempting to access dj . However,
dj <Ξ di holds which contradicts with the assumption that t˙j accesses all resources in ascending
order according to Ξ (Condition 2).
4.5.2 Aborts
The available quantity of a resource d is checked twice in an acquisition process pi: Once in
the browsing transaction (r˜i(d)) and once in the acquisition transaction before the resource is
acquired (r˙i(d)). These two reads may observe different quantities for the same resource, if the
quantity was modified by a concurrent process between the two read requests. Thus, an acqui-
sition transaction t˙i may have to abort because r˙i(d) reveals that the quantity of d is insufficient
(Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i]), although, during browsing the quantity was sufficient (Q[r˜i(d)] ≥ Q[d, t˙i]).
We only consider situations where transactions that access the same object are executed concur-
rently. This is because aborts due to insufficient quantities cannot be prevented by any protocol
if these transactions are executed serially. We call such aborts availability aborts.
Definition 9. (Availability Abort) Let d be a resource, s be a schedule, and processes pi =
(t˜i, t˙i, ASi), pj = (t˜j, t˙j, ASj) participate in s. An abort a˙i ∈ op(s) is called an availability abort
if t˙j , that has been executed concurrently with t˜i, changed Q[d] so that Q[r˜i(d)] ≥ Q[d, t˙i] ∧
Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i].
To compare the availability abort behavior of RAP to SS2PL and SI, we establish sufficient and
necessary conditions for an availability abort to occur in a schedule under each of these protocols.
When RAP or SS2PL is applied, an availability abort of an acquisition process pi can only occur
if at least one concurrent process pj acquired the same resource between the browsing read r˜i(d)
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Figure 4.3: SI/SS2PL/RAP History with Availability Abort and Corresponding Acquisition
Graph
and acquisition read r˙i(d). This is reflected in the acquisition graph as r˜w˙-dependency, i.e.,
an edge e with r˜w˙ ∈ L¯(e). If such an edge exists, an availability abort of t˙i occurs only if
the quantity of d read during t˙i is insufficient: Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i]. We deduce the following
condition. Let D = {d1, . . . , dn} be a set of resources. For RAP resp. SS2PL, a history h
contains an availability abort, denoted as AA(h,RAP ) resp. AA(h, SS2PL), iff
∃s ∈ Pref(h), (t˜i, t˙j) ∈ AG(s), d ∈ D :
r˜w˙(d) ∈ L((t˜i, t˙j)) ∧Q[r˜i(d)] ≥ Q[d, t˙i] ∧Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i]
Example 18. Assume resource y has a quantity of Q[y] = 2. Bob browses y and decides to
acquire y with a quantity of Q[y, t˙2] = 2. Concurrently, Alice acquires y with a quantity of
Q[y, t˙1] = 1. History h shown in Figure 4.3 illustrates this situation. Note that this history is
valid for all three protocols considered in this work. Although, Bob read a quantity Q[r˜2(y)] = 2
during browsing, his acquisition is aborted due to insufficient availability of y. This is because
Alice wrote Q[w˙1(y)] = 1 between the two reads of Bob. The dependency between transactions
t˜2 and t˙1 which caused the availability abort of t˙2 is reflected in AG(h) as an r˜w˙-dependency.
Analog to SS2PL and RAP, r˜w˙-dependencies can lead to availability abort under SI (Figure 4.3).
Additionally, with SI an availability abort of an acquisition transaction t˙i can occur if the quantity
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Figure 4.4: SI History with Availability Abort and Corresponding Acquisition Graph
of d that was read during browsing was already out-dated, i.e., the decision to acquire dwas based
on an out-dated quantity. This is due to the fact that a browsing transaction t˜i executed with SI
only sees the last snapshots of resources that were committed before t˜i started. Such a situation
occurs if AG(s) contains an w˙r˜-dependency, i.e., an edge e with w˙r˜ ∈ L¯(e). Thus, an SI history
h contains an availability abort, denoted as AA(h, SI), iff
∃s ∈ Pref(h), (t˜i, t˙j) ∈ AG(s), (t˙j , t˜i) ∈ AG(s), d ∈ D :
(r˜w˙(d) ∈ L((t˜i, t˙j)) ∨ w˙r˜(d) ∈ L((t˙j , t˜i)))∧
Q[r˜i(d)] ≥ Q[d, t˙i] ∧Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i]
Example 19. (w˙r˜-dependency) Assume resource y has a quantity of Q[y] = 2. SI history h
shown in Figure 4.4 captures a situation where Bob browses y and decides to acquire y with a
quantity of Q[y, t˙2] = 2 while Alice concurrently acquires y with a quantity of Q[y, t˙1] = 1.
Bob’s acquisition is aborted because during browsing he read an out-dated quantity Q[r˜2(y0)] =
2. This is because under SI Bob read version y0 that was valid before t˜2 started and not the
updated uncommitted version y1 created by Alice’s acquisition. In AG(h) this is represented as
a w˙r˜-dependency.
RAP and SS2PL have the same condition for producing availability aborts. We now prove that
RAP generates availability aborts in less histories than SI.
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Theorem 5. Let H be the set of histories that are valid under RAP and SI. The following holds:
∀h ∈ H : AA(h,RAP )⇒ AA(h, SI) (4.1)
∃h ∈ H : AA(h, SI) 6⇒ AA(h,RAP ) (4.2)
Proof. Proving (1): We substitute AA(h,RAP ) and AA(h, SI) by their definitions.
∀h ∈ H :
(∃s ∈ Pref(h), (t˜i, t˙j) ∈ AG(s), (t˙j , t˜i) ∈ AG(s), d ∈ D :
r˜w˙(d) ∈ L((t˜i, t˙j))∧
Q[r˜i(d)] ≥ Q[d, t˙i] ∧Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i])⇒
(∃s ∈ Pref(h), (t˜i, t˙j) ∈ AG(s), (t˙j , t˜i) ∈ AG(s), d ∈ D :
(r˜w˙(d) ∈ L((t˜i, t˙j)) ∨ w˙r˜(d) ∈ L((t˙j , t˜i)))∧
Q[r˜i(d)] ≥ Q[d, t˙i] ∧Q[r˙i(d)] < Q[d, t˙i])
This formula is of the form:
∀h ∈ H : ∃x : (a(x) ∧ c(x))
⇒ ∃x, y : ((a(x) ∨ b(x, y)) ∧ c(x))
Due to distributivity of conjunction we get the tautology:
⇔ ∀h ∈ H : ∃x : (a(x) ∧ c(x))
⇒ ∃x, y : ((a(x) ∧ c(x)) ∨ (b(x, y) ∧ c(x))).
Proving (2): We now prove the existence of a schedule s with the property that all extensions
of s to a history under SI contain an availability abort, but one extension of s to a history under
RAP does not contain an availability abort. Consider the following schedule s that is both a valid
RAP and SI schedule. Schedule s is a prefix of the history given in Example 19.
s = r˜1(y) c˜1 r˙1(y) w˙1(y) r˜2(y) c˜2 c˙1 r˙2(y)
Under SI, Bob browses a quantity of Q[r˜2(y0)] = 2 and decides to acquire y with a quantity
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of Q[y, t˙2] = 2. During acquisition, r˜2(y1) returns Q[r˜2(y1)] = 1 and, thus, his acquisition is
aborted because Q[y, t˙2] > Q[r˙2(y1)] = 1. This yields the history shown in Figure 4.4 with
AA(h, SI). Note that for p1 and p2 this is the only valid SI extension of s.
Scheduling the same schedule with RAP, Bob browses the already updated quantity Q[r˜2(y)] =
1. Thus, he decides to acquire y with a quantity of Q[y, t˙2] = 1. During acquisition, r˙2(y) still
returns Q[r˙2(y)] = 1 and, thus, his acquisition can commit. This results in the history given in
Figure 4.4 with the exception that Bob commits his acquisition (c˙i) and, thus, ¬AA(h,RAP )
holds.
4.5.3 Blocking
We now analyze the blocking behavior of RAP and compare it to SS2PL and SI. The blocking
characteristics of the protocol that is applied to acquisition processes can be evaluated using the
acquisition graph. Given a schedule s and its acquisition graph AG(s), edge labels ah and ch
indicate that a transaction ti ∈ T (s) is currently blocked. An edge e with ch ∈ L¯(e) indicates
that an acquisition transaction is in state lock conversion wait. A lock conversion wait occurs if
a transaction t˜i resp. t˙i and a concurrent transaction t˙j both read resource d and now t˙j intends
to write d. An edge e with ah ∈ L¯(e) indicates that a transaction is in state lock acquisition wait.
This state occurs if transaction t˜j resp. t˙j cannot read resource d because a concurrent acquisition
transaction t˙i is holding an exclusive lock on d.
Table 4.3 shows which request combinations lead to ah and ch labels under which protocol.
The requests are assumed to access the same resource d and the request of process pi is to be
considered as already scheduled, the one of pj as requested. The remaining combinations do not
lead to blocking under any of the protocols because shared locks are compatible (r˜ir˜j , r˜ir˙j , r˙ir˜j)
or cannot occur since acquisition transactions do not perform blind writes (w˙iw˙j).
SI With SI (FCW) no transaction is ever blocked and, thus, labels ah and ch do not occur in ac-
1 2 3 4 5
r˜iw˙j r˙ir˙j r˙iw˙j w˙ir˜j w˙ir˙j
RAP ah ah
SS2PL ch ch ah ah
SI
Table 4.3: Blocking Behavior of RAP, SS2PL and SI
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quisition graphs of SI schedules. This results in high concurrency but comes at the cost of aborts
due to insufficient resource availability and due to overlapping write-sets (aborted to ensure data
consistency).
SS2PL SS2PL applies shared locks for browsing transactions and shared and exclusive locks for
acquisition transactions, thus, resulting extensive blocking and deadlocks (for Combinations 1,
3-5). Long running browsing transactions can block acquisition transactions (Combination 1)
which negatively affects concurrency.
RAP RAP blocks only if necessary. Long running browsing transactions are not blocked and do
not block ensuring high concurrency (Combinations 1,4). Knowing that every w˙i(d) request has
a preceding r˙i(d) request, RAP applies exclusive locks already for acquisition reads disallow-
ing concurrent accesses on the same resource and, thus, ensure consistency without introducing
deadlocks. An acquisition write w˙j(d) can never be blocked by an acquisition read r˙i(d) (Com-
bination 3) under RAP, because the preceding r˙j(d) request would have been blocked by the
exclusive lock on d.
In summary, in contrast to SS2PL, RAP avoids blocking of browsing transactions and blocking
of acquisition transactions by browsing transactions. For acquisition transactions RAP directly
applies exclusive locks to avoid blocking and deadlocks due to lock conversion waits.
4.6 Implementation
We implemented RAP, SS2PL, and SI using the Oshiya scheduling model [TGBK11a,
TGBK11b], because this model enables the rapid development of protocols and allows us to
study these protocols on a single platform. In Oshiya, the scheduler state is represented as
scheduling relations: pending requests in relation R and requests that have already been sched-
uled in relation H. The requests in relationH represent the request history (schedule) generated
so far, including the execution order. The protocol logic is implemented by so-called scheduling
queries QSchedule, QRevoked and QIrrelevant. In this section, we limit the discussion to QSchedule.
See [TGBK11a] for an in-depth discussion. Scheduling is performed iteratively, in scheduling
iterations, by executing QSchedule to retrieve sets of pending requests fromR and adding them to
the history (H).
Scheduling Relations Figure 4.5 shows the scheduling relations R and H for RAP. Attribute
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R
TA TT Seq Op Ob Val
3 ta 3 r y -
4 ta 2 w y 12
5 tb 1 r x -
H
ID TA TT Seq Op Ob Val
1 1 tb 1 r x -
2 1 tb 2 r y -
3 2 tb 1 r y -
4 1 tb 3 c - -
5 2 tb 2 c - -
6 3 ta 1 r x -
7 3 ta 2 w x 5
8 4 ta 1 r y -
X
Ob TA
x 3
y 4
Figure 4.5: Example Execution of QSchedule
ID models the order of requests in the schedule (only inH), TA is the transaction identifier, TT
is the transaction type ('tb' for browsing and 'ta' for acquisition transactions), Seq is the relative
position of the request within the transaction, Op denotes the request type, Ob the object, and
V al is the value to be written for write requests. For example, the read request r˜1(x), the first
request of browsing transaction t˜1, is modeled as tuple (1, 1, tb, 1, r, x,−) in relationH.
QSchedule We implement the first RAP condition (ref. Def. 7) using locks. An acquisition
transaction t˙i that read an object O holds an exclusive lock on O until it terminates. Traditional
implementations of lock-based protocols use a lock table to store which locks are held at a certain
point in time (explicit locking). We use implicit locking, a different locking approach that infers
the locks held by transactions from the available request history (H). RAP solely uses exclusive
locks. These exclusive locks are inferred fromH by queryX , given below as a relational calculus
expression. We denoted variables by capital letters, constants by small letters, and unrestricted
variables by '_'. Non-target variables are implicitly existentially quantified. E.g., for {A | ∃B :
I(A,B,C) ∧ (C = 'r' ∨ C = 'w')} we write {A | I(A,B, r|w)}.
X = {O, T | H(_, T, ta, _, r, O, _) ∧ ¬H(_, T, _, _, a|c, _, _)}
If an acquisition transaction t˙i read object O (H(_, T, ta, _, r, O, _)), then it holds an exclusive
lock on O until it finishes (H(_, T, _, _, a|c, _, _)). Note that this means that the lock actually
appears one scheduler iteration after the write request has been selected from R. This requires
that we ensure that only one acquisition transaction accesses O during a single scheduling itera-
tion. As an example for the evaluation of query X , consider the instance of relation H and the
result of query X shown in Figure 4.5. Acquisition transactions t˙3 and t˙4 are (logically) locking
resources x and y exclusively.
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QSchedule= {GenID(), T, Y,N,A,O, V | R(T, Y,N,A,O, V ) ∧
(OnePerObj(_, T ) ∨A=a|c ∨ TBReads(T,O))}
OnePerObj= {O, T | LegalOps(T,O) ∧
¬LegalOps(T2, O) ∧ T2 < T}
LegalOps= {T,O | R(T, _, _, _, O, _) ∧
¬XBlocked(T,O) ∧ ¬TBReads(T,O)}
TBReads= {T,O | R(T, tb, _, r, O, _)}
XBlocked= {T,O | R(T, _, _, _, O, _) ∧ X (O, T2) ∧ T 6= T2}
Figure 4.6: QSchedule implementing RAP
UsingX , we can implement the RAP protocol as queryQSchedule given in Figure 4.6. In subquery
LegalOps, we take all requests from R and subtract two sets of requests: Requests on objects
that are exclusively-locked by another transaction (XBlocked) and browsing reads which are
handled separately (TBReads). To cover the case where multiple pending requests try to access
the same unlocked object, we use subquery OnePerObj to select one request per object from
LegalOps. In QSchedule, we select the requests identified by OnePerObj as well as all abort
and commit requests (OnePerObj(_, T ) ∨ A = a|c). In addition, QSchedule selects all browsing
reads for execution (TBReads(T,O)) because their execution is not restricted by the protocol.
The GenID() function generates unique increasing numerical identifiers used to establish a total
request order inH.
Example 20. Consider the scheduling relation state shown in Figure 4.5. The content of H is
interpreted as follows: Browsing transactions t˜1 and t˜2 read resources x and y. Both transactions
already committed. The subsequent acquisition transaction t˙3 acquired x. Acquisition transac-
tion t˙4 read y. R contains three pending requests: t˙3 attempts to read y, t˙4 plans to update y, and
t˜5 attempts to browse x. For this instance ofH the subquery X infers two locks: resources x and
y are exclusively locked by transactions t˙3 and t˙4. QSchedule selects the following two requests
from R for execution (yellow highlighted): The update request of t˙4 is selected for execution
since t˙4 is holding the lock on y. Despite of object x being exclusively locked by t˙3, QSchedule
selects r˜5(x) for execution. The acquisition read r˜3(y) is not selected, because y is exclusively
locked by t˙4.
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4.7 Experiments
In the experimental evaluation, we compare the performance of Oshiya implementations of RAP,
SS2PL [TGBK10], and SI [TGBK11a] when used to schedule different acquisition process work-
loads. The main goal is to extend the theoretical qualitative analysis of Section 4.5 with a quan-
titative analysis.
Methodology We simulated 1000 concurrent clients, each executing acquisition processes con-
tinuously. An experiment is finished when 4000 resources have been acquired successfully. In
each experiment, we use the same workload for all protocols and measure the number of aborts
and the throughput as committed acquisition processes per scheduling iteration.
Clients acquire resources with a quantity of QAT = 5. The objects to browse are randomly
selected (Gaussian distribution). During a browsing transaction t˜i, at most ObAT of the ObBT
browsed resources are randomly picked for acquisition, i.e., a resource d is selected for acqui-
sition if Q[r˙i(d)] ≥ QAT and the number of already selected resources is less than ObAT . The
pre-ordering of resources is applied for all protocols. A process refrains from acquiring a re-
source d if the quantity of d observed by the browsing read is lower than QAT . Between each
browsing read the client waits for DBT scheduling iterations before executing the next read. This
parameter is used to control the length of browsing transactions. We assigned each of the 1000
clients a browsing delay between 20 and 50 (randomly chosen). The experiment parameters are
described in Table 4.4.
Parameter Symbol
#resources browsed ObBT
#resources acquired ObAT
Delay between browsing reads DBT
Initial resource quantity QInit
Database size DBS
Table 4.4: Experiment Parameters
Setup We used two machines with a 2.8GHz single-core CPU with 2GB memory running Ubuntu
8.10 resp. MS Windows Server 2003. The first simulates the clients. The second runs the backend
DBMS and Oshiya scheduler [TGBK11b]. For SS2PL, we used a deadlock resolution technique
that detects cycles and aborts one participating transaction from each cycle. For SI we apply the
FCW strategy.
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4.7.1 Varying Conflict Probability
We first analyze the influence of the conflict probability on aborts and blocking. We vary the
database size from DBS= 20k (high conflict probability) to DBS= 500k (low conflict proba-
bility) while fixing QInit=20, ObBT =5, ObAT =3. We expect SS2PL and SI to perform best for
low conflict probability because the probability of deadlocks and overlapping write-sets is low,
and to perform worst for high conflict probability (DBS=20k). As shown in Figure 4.7(a), for
high conflict probability (DBS = 20k), RAP aborts 11.8% of the started acquisition processes,
whereas, SS2PL aborts 47.4% and SI 18.8%. For low conflict probability (DBS = 500k) the
abort rates are 9.5% (SS2PL), 4.2% (SI), and only 0.7% (RAP). All aborts for RAP are avail-
ability aborts. In addition to availability aborts, SI produces aborts due to overlapping write-sets,
and SS2PL due to deadlocks.
Crucial for SS2PL are the shared locks held by long running browsing transactions causing
long term blocking and deadlocks between browsing and acquisition transactions. Thus, SS2PL
provides the lowest throughput (Figure 4.7(b)), has the longest process durations (Figure 4.7(d)),
and requires more scheduling iterations (Figure 4.7(c)) to acquire the 4k resources than SI or
RAP. For low conflict probability (DBS = 500k), RAP achieves a throughput roughly equal to
the one of SI (3.9 commits/scheduling iteration). For high conflict probability (DBS = 20k),
RAP has a throughput that is 7% higher than the one of SI. Transactions can be blocked under
RAP, but only for the (short) duration of an acquisition transaction (Figure 4.7(d)). Under SI
progress is delayed, because more transactions are aborted due to overlapping write-sets.
4.7.2 Varying the Number of Acquisitions
To analyze the influence of the ratio between reads and writes we vary the number of acquired
resources (ObAT = 1, 3, 5, 7, 10) while fixing DBS = 100k, QInit = 20, ObBT = 10. RAP has
the lowest abort rate for all tested parameter values (cf. Figure 4.8(a)). The abort rate of SI and
SS2PL strongly increases for more write-intensive workloads. This is because the probability
of overlapping write-sets resp. deadlocks increases in the number of acquired resources. As
expected, the throughput decreases when the number of abort increases (compare Figure 4.8(a)
and Figure 4.8(b)). SI is expected to perform better for read-intensive workloads. However, even
for such workloads, RAP performs as good as SI (Figure 4.8(b)). The reason is that RAP solely
blocks acquisition transactions which is of no consequence for read-intensive workloads. For
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Figure 4.7: Varying Conflict Probability
write-intensive workloads, RAP performs slightly better than SI. The blocking of RAP has less
impact on performance than the increasing number of aborts of SI. Again, SS2PL provides the
lowest throughput due to extensive blocking and aborts.
4.7.3 Varying Resource Availability
In this experiment we vary the initial resource availability (QInit = 15, 20, 30, 40, 70, 100) while
fixing DBS = 30k, ObBT = 5, ObAT = 5. All resources are set to an initial quantity of QInit
and are not restocked during the experiment; every protocol has to deal with the same lack of
resources. We expect an increasing number of availability aborts when decreasing the initial
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Figure 4.8: Varying the Number of Acquisitions
resource quantity. RAP has the lowest abort rate for all quantities as shown in Figure 4.9(a) and
does not abort any transactions for initial resource quantities larger than 40. In contrast, SI resp.
SS2PL produce 22.6% resp. 50% aborts for these parameter values. As shown in Figure 4.9(b),
the throughput of RAP is about 6-14% resp. 136-157% higher than the one of SI resp. SS2PL.
4.7.4 Summary
The experimental evaluation confirms our theoretical results. RAP produces less aborts than
SS2PL and SI for all workloads while maintaining a higher throughput than SS2PL and an equal
or slightly higher throughput than SI. If resources are available in sufficient quantity, then RAP
does not abort any acquisition processes. The throughput of RAP and SI is mainly determined by
the read/write ratio. For SS2PL, the throughput is additionally heavily influenced by the conflict
probability. The abort rate of RAP is mainly determined by resource availability; the one of
SS2PL and SI by database size and read/write ratio.
4.8 Related Work
Three lines of work are related to our approach: Domain specific scheduling protocols, solu-
tions for long-running transactions, and data structures that are used to analyze the properties of
scheduling protocols.
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Figure 4.9: Varying Initial Resource Availability
Domain Specific Scheduling An extensive amount of work adds additional scheduling lay-
ers on top of standard DBMSs to overcome limitations of DBMS scheduling in terms of
QoS support [BF99, KKDK07, Sch06b], or scalability and performance [AABM08, CMZ04,
ENTZ04, PA04]. The state-of-the-art is to develop domain-specific protocols for a given ap-
plication [CdMP08, CRS+08, DHJ+07, KHAK09, BFG+06, TGBK11b]. Seifert et al. [SS03]
and Bernstein et al. [BFG+06] allow transactions to read out-of-date information (data currency)
to increase concurrency. Kraska et al. [KHAK09] propose Consistency Rationing for cloud en-
vironments that allows to define consistency guarantees on data instead of transactions, and to
automatically switch consistency at runtime. Halici et al. [HD91] presented ODL, an optimistic
locking technique for distributed databases that similar to RAP leverages a-priori knowledge to
acquire locks in a predefined order to prevent deadlocks. In contrast to these approaches, we
develop a protocol for a type of transactions (resource acquisitions) that to the best of our knowl-
edge has not been studied by previous work. RAP outperforms traditional protocols for this
setting without sacrificing consistency.
Long-Running Transactions Long-running transactions can seriously impact performance for
lock-based protocols (long-term blocking) and are likely to abort under SI (high probability
of overlapping write-sets). Solutions comprise approaches that split such transactions in small
nested subtransactions using predefined compensating transactions [CR90, GMS87] to compen-
sate for failed subtransactions and approaches that require additional application knowledge to
guarantee serializability over subtransactions [SLSV95, CdMP08]. Chianese et al. [CdMP08]
developed a method to improve the concurrency of long-running transactions by pre-serializing
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conflicting transactions in a middleware layer based on application semantics. Yalamanchi et
al. [YG09] propose compensation-aware data types as a solution for long running business trans-
actions. This approach uses data-type specific atomic update and undo operations that commute
with each other. Thus, the order of operations can be relaxed without sacrificing consistency.
We deal with long-running read-only transactions by avoiding locks at the cost of dirty reads.
However, dirty reads are unproblematic for resource acquisition processes, because acquisitions
transactions are required to recheck resource availability before executing a write.
Data-structures for Analyzing Protocols Data structures for analyzing the properties of sched-
ules are usually tailored for specific protocol types (e.g., lock-based protocols). For instance,
the waits-for graph, conflict graph [WV02], multiversion serialization graph [CRF09], or de-
pendency serialization graph [FLO+05] are used to determine serializability or deadlocks for
either locking or multiversion protocols. We introduce the acquisition graph, because none of
these structures can be used to analyze acquisition process schedules of single- and multiversion
protocols with respect to availability aborts, protocol aborts, and blocking.
4.9 Conclusions and Future Work
We address the problem of scheduling resource acquisitions processes and introduce the resource
acquisition protocol (RAP), a protocol that is specifically tailored for scheduling such processes.
RAP leverages application semantics to provide low abort rates and low blocking. We analyze
and compare the deadlock, abort, and blocking properties of RAP, SS2PL, and SI. Our experi-
ments confirm that RAP performs better than SS2PL and SI with respect to aborts and blocking.
In future work, we will investigate techniques for reducing the number of availability aborts or
let processes fail early-on instead of during the acquisition transaction. One promising approach
is to return fake quantities of zero if the quantity of a resource falls below a threshold. This would
cause clients to fail during browsing if the probability of a later availability abort is high, i.e.,
we avoid long-running transactions that are bound to fail at the cost of potentially unnecessary
aborts.
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CHAPTER 5
The Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer
Abstract
This chapter presents the Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer (ODA), a novel tool for debugging, vi-
sualizing, and comparing scheduling protocols developed using the Oshiya declarative schedul-
ing model. ODA supports typical debugging features such as navigation, e.g., stepping through a
protocol execution, and a declarative variant of break points. In addition, we support comparison
of protocols through simultaneous execution over the same workload as well as visual analysis
of protocol execution statistics through a feature called statistic queries. ODA extends standard
debugging features by, e.g., stepping backward through a protocol execution and automatically
providing context information for break points. We demonstrate the features of the system by
comparing the Oshiya implementations of two example protocols: Snapshot Isolation (SI) and
Serializable Snapshot Isolation (SSI). A banking example is used to illustrate how Snapshot Iso-
lation (SI) leads to data constraint violations and how SSI prevents such violations by detecting
potential pivot structures (PPS) and aborting one of the participating transactions.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer (ODA), a tool for debugging, visual-
izing, and comparing scheduling protocols developed using the Oshiya declarative scheduling
model [TGBK11a]. We demonstrate the features of ODA by comparing the Oshiya implemen-
tations of two example protocols: Snapshot Isolation (SI) and Serializable Snapshot Isolation
(SSI). A banking example is used to illustrate how Snapshot Isolation (SI) leads to data con-
straint violations and how SSI prevents such violations by detecting potential pivot structures
(PPSs) and aborting one of the participating transactions.
ODA simulates the execution of scheduling protocols over user-provided workloads. In Os-
hiya, the scheduler state is represented as scheduling relations: pending requests in relation R,
requests that were chosen for execution in relation E , and requests that have been executed in re-
lation H. The requests in relation H represent the history (schedule) generated so far, including
their execution order. Scheduling is performed iteratively, in scheduling iterations, by retrieving
and moving sets of requests fromR to E and from E toH, according to the protocol implementa-
tion [TGBK11a, TGBK11b]. ODA is a novel approach and is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first tool that supports the development, debugging, visualization and comparison of scheduling
protocols. It offers the following key features:
Interactive Protocol Comparisons ODA supports the simultaneous execution of multiple
scheduling protocols over the same workload. This feature is used to compare protocols,
e.g., to investigate the handling of PPSs by, respectively, SI and SSI.
Break and Analyze Queries ODA models breakpoints as break queries that are executed after
each scheduler iteration. Scheduling stops when a break query returns a non-empty result.
The results of a break query are visualized by highlighting matching tuples in the schedul-
ing state. Matching tuples are identified through analyze queries. The combination of
break and analyze queries allows to easily detect and analyze errors in protocol executions
and provides an understanding of how a protocol behaves for a certain workload. We illus-
trate break and analyze queries that detect constraint violations under SI and that identify
PPSs in SI and SSI schedules.
Navigational Debugging After a break query stopped the scheduling of requests, the user can
debug a protocol implementation by navigating through the execution steps (backward and
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forward). For each step, ODA shows the current scheduling and database state. We use
navigational debugging to analyze how PPSs are handled under SI and SSI.
Statistical Protocol Analysis ODA provides statistics about protocol executions, and it allows
users to register new measures and customize how they are displayed, e.g., as a graph or as
tabular data. Custom measures are modeled as statistic queries that access the scheduling
state, database state, and results of break or analyze queries. ODA collects, aggregates, and
visualizes the results of these queries over time. We illustrate this by collecting statistics
about the number of additional aborts under SSI to prevent the constraint violations that
are possible under SI.
Leveraging the advantages of declarative languages for monitoring, testing, and debugging pur-
poses has recently gained attention in distributed systems research. Gunawi et al. [GDJ+11] use
declarative testing specifications to debug errors in distributed systems. We also use declarative
queries (relational calculus, SQL) for the analysis, but focus on protocols for scheduling transac-
tions. Furthermore, ODA allows navigational debugging and supports protocol comparisons by
executing several protocols in parallel over the same workload.
The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.2 sets up our example scenario. In Section 5.3,
we describe how ODA supports protocol comparison by the simultaneous execution of multiple
protocols. Section 5.4 introduces break and analyze queries, which we use to illustrate that no
constraint violations occur under SSI. In Section 5.5, we leverage ODA’s navigational controls,
in combination with break queries, for detecting PPSs and for analyzing how they are broken by
SSI to prevent constraint violations. In Section 5.6, we use the ODA statistics feature to measure
the number of additional aborts incurred by preventing constraint violations.
5.2 Example Scenario
The scenario used in this chapter is a comparison and debugging of Oshiya implementations of
SI and SSI [TGBK11a]. We first describe a simplified version of the workload that is used to
compare the protocols. Next, we describe the relevant parts of SI, SSI, and PPSs.
Example 21. Consider a bank that maintains a relation Accounts as shown in Table 5.1. Acc
is the unique account number, Bal is the account balance, Type denotes the account type, and
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Owner denotes the account owner. For instance, tuple a3 records checking account x and tu-
ple a4 records savings account y, each with a balance of 50 and both belonging to Alice and
Bob (owner AB). According to their contract with the bank, the combined balance of their ac-
counts has to be positive, i.e., there exists a constraint C : x + y ≥ 0. Alice uses an ATM
to withdraw $70 from account x and Bob withdraws $70 from account y using another ATM.
Before each payment, the ATM reads the balances of x and y and checks if C remains satisfied
if the withdrawal is executed. The withdrawals of Alice and Bob can be modeled as transactions
t1 = r1(x)r1(y)w1(x) and t2 = r2(x)r2(y)w2(y). We use the standard notation for read ri(x)
and write wi(x) requests of a transaction: i is the transaction identifier and x the accessed data
item.
Accounts
Acc Bal Type Owner
a1 v 50 checking D
a2 w 50 saving D
a3 x 50 checking AB
a4 y 50 saving AB
Table 5.1: Sample Database for Banking Example
SI [BBG+95] is a multi version concurrency protocol that avoids reads being blocked by writes
and vice versa. This is achieved by providing each transaction with its own (logical) snapshot
of the data. If a transaction t writes an object x, a new version of x is created that is visible
for transactions that started after t committed. SI is widely applied because of its good perfor-
mance characteristics, but it permits non-serializable schedules [BBG+95]. If the bank applies
SI to schedule transactions t1 and t2 this can lead to a violation of constraint C defined over the
accounts of Alice and Bob. For instance, schedule s shown in Figure 5.1 is a schedule of t1 and
t2 that can be produced by SI. SI allows both transactions to commit, which results in a violation
of constraint C since after the execution of the requests the combined balance of accounts x and
y is less than zero. Note that s is not serializable, i.e., there exists no serial execution of t1 and t2
that is equivalent to s.
The SSI implementation follows the approach from Cahill et al. [CRF09]. This approach iden-
tifies access patterns in SI schedules that can lead to non-serializability and proactively aborts
transactions participating in such patterns. We call this type of pattern potential pivot structure
(PPS). A schedule s contains a PPS if there are three non-aborted transactions ti, tj and tk (ti and
tk are not necessarily distinct) so that there is an rw-dependency between ti and tj , and between
tj and tk. An rw-dependency exists between two concurrent transactions ti and tj if ti read a
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Figure 5.1: Snapshot Isolation History for Banking Example
version of x and tj wrote a later version of x. For example, the schedule shown in Figure 5.1
contains two rw-dependencies (shown as dotted arrows) that form a PPS between t1 and t2. The
SSI protocol aborts either transaction t1 or t2 to break the PPS. Breaking all PPSs in a schedule
guarantees serializability and, thus, no constraint violations can occur.
5.3 Protocol Comparison
ODA provides predefined protocol implementations, such as SI, SSI or SS2PL, as well as pre-
defined workloads including an extended version of the banking example. The user selects a
workload and one or more protocols. ODA will then simultaneously execute these protocols
on the workload, and create one schedule per protocol. ODA displays the current states of the
data and scheduling relations for each scheduling iteration and protocol. This allows for a direct
comparison of the protocols, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Example 22. The user debugs SI and SSI by letting ODA schedule the banking workload for
both protocols. Figure 5.2 shows the ODA GUI with the scheduling relations for SI and SSI.
Figure 5.4 shows the state of relationH for schedule s from Figure 5.1. Attribute ID models the
order of requests in the schedule, TA is the transaction identifier, Seq is the relative position of
the request within the transaction, Op denotes the operation type, Ob the object, and V al is the
value to be written for write requests. For example, the read request r1(x), the first request of
transaction t1, is modeled as tuple (1, 1, 1, r, x, ). Here,  denotes a null value.
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Figure 5.2: Navigational Controls and Relations Capturing Scheduling State
5.4 Break and Analyze Queries
ODA allows setting breakpoints that stop scheduling of requests when a certain event occurs. We
specify break points through break queries (BQs) that are executed after each scheduling itera-
tion. Break queries are expressed over the scheduling and data relations. Scheduling is stopped
when a break query returns a non-empty result. Whenever a break query causes scheduling to
stop, its results are presented to the user. Thus, the results of break queries are used to provide
contextual information about the event that caused execution to stop.
Example 23. To identify violations of constraint C defined over the accounts from the banking
example, the user registers break query BQCV , given below as a relational calculus expression.
BQCV stops scheduling whenever the sum S of the balances of the accounts of an owner is
negative. Subquery Aggr sums the balances B for the accounts of each owner O (aggregation
with group-by).
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BQCV ={O,S | Aggr(O,S) ∧ S < 0}
Aggr ={O,SUM(B) | Accounts(_, B, _, O)}
For SI, BQCV detects the constraint violation for the accounts of owner AB as shown in Fig-
ure 5.3. BQCV always returns an empty set for SSI, because SSI ensures serializability which
prevents constraint violations.
BQCV
Owner Sum
AB -40
Accounts
Acc Bal Type Owner
v 50 checking D
w 50 saving D
x -20 checking AB
y -20 saving AB
Figure 5.3: Result of Break Query BQCV
When a break query fires and stops execution, the user typically wants to investigate why ex-
ecution has stopped. For instance, for each tuple in the result of BQCV , we want to know the
requests in relation Accounts that led to the constraint violation. In ODA, we get this function-
ality through analyze queries (AQs). An analyze query AQ is defined for a break query BQ and
a relation R. The purpose of an analyze query is to identify a subset of the tuples of relation R
that are related to a certain tuple in the result of BQ. To realize this parameterization with the
values of a result tuple, we allow the analyze query to reference attributes from the result schema
of BQ through a set of distinguished variables. If execution stopped because a break query BQ
returned a non-empty result, the user can select a tuple t from the result of BQ. This triggers the
system to execute the analyze queries registered for BQ. Before executing an analyze query, it
is parameterized with the values from tuple t. Afterwards, ODA highlights the tuples returned
by the analyze query in relation R.
Example 24. To investigate the constraint violations detected by BQCV for SI, the user registers
the following analyze query to retrieve the accounts from relation Accounts that caused the
violation:
AQCV ={A,B, T,O | Accounts(A,B, T,O) ∧O = $1}
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If the user selects tuple (AB,−40) from the result of BQCV (Figure 5.3), then AQCV is param-
eterized with $1 = AB. In this case, AQCV returns the accounts from relation Accounts that
belong to owner AB. These account tuples are highlighted by ODA as shown in Figure 5.3.
Thus, the user now knows which accounts caused the constraint violation.
Since ODA models both the scheduling and data relations of the backend database as temporal
relations, break queries have access to the full transaction-time history of these relations. Break
queries are more general than break and watchpoints of program debuggers in that (1) by ac-
cessing the state history we support break conditions that are not possible or cumbersome to
express with standard debuggers such as “stop after three PPSs have been broken”, and (2) with
analyze queries we partially automate the common debugging pattern of closely examining the
state (values of variables in a program) when execution is stopped.
5.5 Navigational Debugging
ODA provides the user with navigational controls to debug a protocol after execution was stopped
by a break query. The navigational controls are shown in Figure 5.2 (mark 1). Besides starting
and stopping the scheduler, we support stepping forward and backward one scheduling iteration.
These controls allow the user to browse forward and backward through the protocol execution in
order to (1) understand how the detected pattern occurred and (2) to see how the protocol handles
the pattern.
Example 25. The reason why constraint violations do not occur under SSI is that SSI detects
PPSs and aborts one of the participating transactions. In this example, we show how to use
navigational controls and break queries to analyze how PPSs are handled by SI and SSI. We
register break query BQPPS , shown below, that stops scheduling whenever a PPS is detected in
the schedules of SI or SSI.
BQPPS ={T1, T2, T3 | RW (T1, T2) ∧RW (T2, T3)}
RW ={T1, T2 | ∃O : H(_, T1, _, r, O, _) ∧H(_, T2, _, w,O, _) ∧ Conc(T1, T2)}
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Break query BQPPS checks for PPSs by identifying two consecutive rw-dependencies between
transactions T1, T2, and T3. SubqueryRW detects rw-dependencies inH between the concurrent
transactions T1 and T2, i.e., T1 read a version of an objectO and T2 wrote a version ofO. We omit
the definition of Conc, which returns all pairs of concurrently executed, non-aborted transactions
from H. An analyze query is registered to highlight all requests in H that form a PPS identified
by BQPPS .
When executing SI and SSI over the banking workload, break query BQPPS returns tuples with
the identifiers of the three participating transactions for each PPS (see Figure 5.4). The user
selects tuple (1, 2, 1) which causes ODA to execute the registered analyze query to highlight
the requests participating in the PPS (highlighted tuples in Figure 5.4). We use the navigational
controls to step forward to compare how SI and SSI handle the PPS and to check whether the
SSI implementation aborts one of the transactions participating in the PPS, which is sufficient
to ensure serializable schedules. Stepping forward until the commit requests c1 and c2 of trans-
actions t1 and t2 have been scheduled, the user observes how SI and SSI handle these requests.
This scheduling state is shown in Figure 5.2 (mark 2). SI allows both t1 and t2 to commit, i.e.,
tuples (7, 1, 4, c, , ) and (8, 2, 4, c, , ) are added to relation H (green highlighted tuples). SSI
aborts transaction t2 by inserting tuple (7, 2, 4, a, , ) into H (orange highlighted tuple) in order
to break the PPS and to prevent constraint violations.
BQPPS
T1 T2 T3
1 2 1
2 1 2
H
ID TA Seq Op Ob Val
1 1 1 r x
2 1 2 r y
3 2 1 r x
4 2 2 r y
5 2 3 w y -20
6 1 3 w x -20
Figure 5.4: Result of Break Query BQPPS
5.6 Statistical Protocol Analysis
In order to investigate the global properties of a schedule, such as the number of occurrences of
a pattern, we need to access information about the current scheduling iteration and aggregated
information about the complete history up to the current iteration. ODA automatically keeps
default global statistics about a protocol execution, e.g., size of scheduling relation state. Fur-
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Figure 5.5: Aborts and Constraint Violations for SSI and SI
thermore, ODA allows the user to register new measures as statistic queries (SQs) that are run
for all protocols in the system after each scheduling iteration. A statistic query is required to pro-
duce a single result tuple with a single numerical attribute. Statistic queries can access scheduling
relations, data relations, and the results of break queries. This enables the user to reuse break
queries for collecting statistics. The result of each statistic query is captured per iteration and
aggregated to an average and total value. ODA provides several types of visualization to display
the captured statistics, e.g., per iteration in line charts or as total values in bar charts, pie charts
or tables.
Example 26. As shown in Section 5.5, in contrast to SI, SSI checks for PPSs and aborts one
of the participating transactions. To evaluate the additional aborts of SSI over SI, we register
statistic query SQAbort, which counts the number of aborts in relationH. We measure how many
constraint violations were prevented by registering statistic query SQCV that returns the number
of constraint violations.
SQAbort ={COUNT (T ) | H(_, T, _, a, _, _)}
SQCV ={COUNT (B) | BQCV (B, _)}
Figure 5.5 shows a visualization for these statistics when measured over an extended banking
example with more accounts and constraints of the same type as constraint C. The results of the
statistic queries for both SI and SSI are visualized in a single bar chart.
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5.7 Conclusions
ODA is a powerful debugging and analysis tool for Oshiya protocol implementations. It mod-
els and extends standard debugging features such as break points in a declarative manner. We
illustrate how to debug, analyze and compare protocol implementations with ODA.
Besides using ODA to compare protocols, as shown in this chapter, the main features of the
system are also extremely useful when developing new scheduling protocols. For instance, we
can register a break query to detect a certain type of error and a statistic query to count the number
of occurrences. The statistic query is run after each modification as a type of regression test. The
coupling between statistic and break queries enables us to debug the protocol starting from the
scheduling iteration where a test failed. Furthermore, after modifying a protocol implementation
we can use ODA to compare the old and new version to determine if our modification resulted
in the intended behavior.
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CHAPTER 6
Smile - Declarative Scheduling Middleware
Abstract
Modern server systems schedule large amounts of concurrent requests constrained by, e.g., cor-
rectness criteria and service-level agreements. Since standard database management systems
provide only limited consistency levels, the state of the art is to develop schedulers impera-
tively which is time-consuming and error-prone. In this chapter, we present Smile (declarative
Scheduling MIddLEware), a tool for developing domain-specific scheduling protocols declar-
atively. Smile decreases the effort to implement and adapt such protocols because it abstracts
from low level scheduling details allowing developers to focus on the protocol implementation.
We demonstrate the advantages of our approach by implementing a domain-specific use case
protocol.
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6.1 Introduction
Modern application servers handle large numbers of concurrent requests which have to be sched-
uled according to, e.g., correctness criteria like classical serializability or service-level agree-
ments (SLAs). Standard database management systems (DBMSs) offer a limited amount of
fixed consistency levels, do not provide sophisticated support for SLAs and, thus, often cannot
be used to satisfy domain-specific scheduling requirements. The state of the art is to develop
schedulers imperatively for applications like Amazon, Ebay or Yahoo [CRS+08, Vog07] which
yields fine-tuned schedulers satisfying the application’s scheduling constraints. But procedural
implementations of schedulers can be complex and difficult to understand, especially if the re-
quest types and correctness criteria are less well studied than, e.g., classic serializability. Adapt-
ing schedulers to evolving requirements results in expensive and error-prone re-implementations.
With our approach we address these issues by leveraging a declarative language to implement
schedulers which has been shown to be beneficial in previous work [ACC+10, Til10].
6.1.1 Banking Scenario
We use the following simplified banking scenario to illustrate the shortcomings of standard
DBMSs with regard to non-standard scheduling requirements. A bank institute serves normal
and premium customers holding bank accounts. A domain expert defines the following con-
straints: (C1) Account data has to be accessed under strong consistency to obviate inconsistent
states and (C2) Do not schedule requests for normal customers, if there are pending requests
from premium customers. How can a scheduler developer implement these constraints? Con-
straint C1 can be realized with standard DBMSs by applying a high isolation level, but C2 is not
supported by standard DBMSs. The alternative is to develop a new scheduler from scratch which
is expensive and error-prone.
6.2 Smile: Declarative Scheduling Middleware
Smile, our declarative scheduling middleware prototype, allows the implementation of domain-
specific scheduling constraints. Executable scheduling protocols are specified with few lines
of code, paving the way for sophisticated and easy-to-reason-about scheduling protocols. Our
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approach is based on a generic formal framework called Oshiya1 that models the scheduling state
as a set of so-called scheduling relations, e.g., one relation models the schedule produced so far.
Scheduling logic is encapsulated in a set of declarative queries called scheduling queries. To
produce a schedule (sequence of scheduling relation states), Smile schedules multiple requests at
the same time by repeatedly executing the scheduling queries over the scheduling relations. See
Chapter 2 for an in-depth discussion.
This approach has several advantages: (1) Smile abstracts from low level scheduling details that
are independent of the scheduling constraints such as parallelism in the scheduler code, queueing
of incoming requests, or managing (network) connections. Developers can focus on the protocol
implementation (the scheduling queries) itself, which decreases the amount of code and the effort
needed to implement or adapt schedulers. We developed scheduling queries for the strong two-
phase locking (SS2PL) protocol [TGBK10] as well as for a relaxed consistency protocol (see
Chapter 4). (2) Smile’s underlying model allows to specify scheduling protocols close to their
formal definition, facilitating reasoning over properties of protocol implementations such as ver-
ifying their correctness. For instance, we have proven the correctness of the scheduling queries
implementing SS2PL [TGBK10]. (3) The separation of scheduling logic and scheduler imple-
mentation opens up interesting optimization opportunities that we plan to investigate in future
work. E.g., using specialized execution engines to execute scheduling queries and controlling
the trade-off between the time spent for scheduling requests and the time spent to execute them.
(4) Scheduling sets of requests at the same time can improve the performance for large numbers
of concurrent requests [Til10].
6.2.1 Smile Architecture
The Smile prototype implements the Oshiya scheduling model using three threads (ClientWorker,
Declarative Scheduler and Executor), all running independently and continuously. The Smile
architecture is shown in Figure 6.1 with arrows denoting data flow.
ClientWorker This thread manages client connections. The ClientWorker thread receives new
requests from clients, buffers these client requests in a queue and periodically inserts them into
R as batch job (Figure 2.2, step 2).
Declarative Scheduler This thread performs request scheduling by periodically executing
1Oshiya refers to the passenger arrangement staff at Japanese train stations who help to fill a train by pushing
people onto the train or guiding people to free railway cars.
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Figure 6.1: Smile Architecture
QRevoked, QSchedule and QIrrelevant (Figure 2.2, step 3, 4, 7).
Executor The Executor thread is executing the scheduled requests located in E against the DBMS
by repeating the following steps: Retrieve the request with the smallest ID from E , execute it
against the back-end DBMS, return the request result to the client that has sent this request, and
delete it from E (Figure 2.2, step 5).
Protocol Library Smile offers a protocol library providing the scheduler developer with pre-
cooked scheduling queries (e.g., for SS2PL). These scheduling queries can be used out of the
box or as a starting point to develop domain-specific protocols. We expect developers to extend
this library over time with their own protocol modules.
Runtime Statistics Collection We let Smile gather statistics about the behaviour of its operations
at runtime such as the cardinalities of R, H and E and the execution times of the scheduling
queries. In future work, we plan to expose this information to the scheduler developer for the use
in the scheduling queries and let her provide policies for scheduling the execution of the Smile
threads.
We developed strategies deciding when to pause a thread ensuring an efficient resource usage.
E.g., running the Executor while E is empty wastes resources.
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6.2.2 Example: Use Case Implementation
We sketch the protocol implementation of the use case to illustrate the simplicity and conciseness
of our approach. Scheduling queries are given as domain relational calculus (DRC) expressions.
A simplified DRC formulation of QSchedule implementing the use case constraints is:
QSchedule= {S,C | is2PL(S,C) ∧ (is2PL(_, premium)⇒ C = premium)}
We use a declarative implementation of SS2PL to realize constraint C1. Predicate is2PL(S,C)
uses R to determine all requests S with their customer class C that can be executed without
violating the SS2PL constraints that have to hold for the generated schedule (requests in relation
H). We use S as a shorthand for the request related attributes of is2PL (transaction ID etc.).
Using Oshiya, we can implement scheduling constraint C2 as follows: If there exists at least one
request of a premium customer (is2PL(_, premium)), then only premium requests are selected
by QSchedule (C = premium).
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we propose the Oshiya scheduling model as a new method for the development of
domain-specific protocols for scheduling database requests. This generic model treats requests
as data, stores the scheduling state in a database, implements scheduling protocols as declarative
queries, and employs database query processing techniques to produce request schedules. Os-
hiya is capable of expressing traditional and domain-specific scheduling protocols, and provides
support for SLAs such as a differentiation between transactions, e.g., transactions from users
with different priorities.
We introduce the declarative two-phase locking protocol (DSS2PL), an Oshiya implementation
of the traditional strong two-phase locking protocol. Oshiya allowed us to concisely implement
DSS2PL with twelve lines of DRC expressions. Whereas, a procedural protocol implementation
is difficult to verify, the DSS2PL implementation is close to its formal definition which enabled
us to prove its correctness. Our experimental results show that for large numbers of concur-
rent requests our approach provides better performance and predictability than a native database
scheduler.
We develop the Declarative Serializable Snapshot Isolation protocol (DSSI), a modified version
of the Snapshot Isolation protocol. We formalize DSSI as an Oshiya protocol specification and
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develop an SQL implementation of DSSI using Oshiya. Our implementation is concise and close
to the formal protocol specification. This allowed us to prove that, in contrast to SI, DSSI ensures
that every produced schedule is serializable. Our approach requires no analysis of application
programs or changes to the underlying DBMS. DSSI provides database independence and can
be run on DBMSs that do not support snapshots.
We propose the resource acquisition protocol (RAP), a domain-specific protocol for scheduling
concurrent transactions that compete for resources, a typical usage pattern in booking, reserva-
tion, and web shop systems. We prove that RAP does not produce aborts due to deadlocks. We
introduce the acquisition graph that we use to compare RAP with SS2PL and SI. Our experimen-
tal results confirm that RAP performs better than these two protocols with respect to aborts and
throughput.
The Oshiya Debugger and Analyzer (ODA) is our system for debugging, visualizing, and com-
paring scheduling protocols developed using the Oshiya scheduling model. ODA supports the
simultaneous execution of single- and multiversion protocols, breakpoints, backward and for-
ward debugging, as well as the statistical and visual analysis of protocols.
Future Work We currently limit the types of requests that have to be scheduled to atomic
database requests (read/write/abort/commit). The decision to use only these requests is based on
the fact that web applications typically manipulate one record at a time [CRS+08]. For example,
most of the Amazon services store and retrieve data by primary key only (requests specify the pri-
mary key) and do not require complex querying and full DBMS functionality [DHJ+07, Vog07].
It is interesting future work to further investigate this issue and extend Oshiya to support more
complex queries like range queries. For example, Oshiya could be extended to logically lock
ranges of keys, similar to [LM09].
We further plan to implement Oshiya in the kernel of the PostgreSQL open source database
management system. Oshiya can be integrated in a way that it substitutes the native scheduler
allowing to add and modify protocols in a flexible manner. To improve the scalability of this
DBMS, Oshiya could also be added in addition to the existing scheduler. Once scheduling re-
quest per request encounters scalability problems, the Oshiya scheduler can take over request
scheduling applying its set-at-a-time scheduling approach.
We will also investigate techniques to improve RAP in order to reduce the number of availability
aborts, i.e., aborts due to an insufficient resource availability. One promising approach is to
return fake quantities of zero if the quantity of a resource falls below a threshold. This would
123
cause clients to fail during browsing if the probability of a later availability abort is high, i.e.,
we avoid long-running transactions that are bound to fail at the cost of potentially unnecessary
aborts.
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